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THE RETIREMENT INCOME SYSTEM:
Past and Present

4

1

Employ ment

Although %Se tend to think ot the senior years as a time of withdrawal from work, earnings from

Anployment are still an im 'ant T.oilre of income for older Americans. Before this century the

employffient-fatro-To der people was Verb high. despite lower life expectancy. This v.as due to the

largely rural and agricultural character of society, , which made gradual withdrawal from
employment easy for many workers. As society has become more urban, less agricultural, and

richer, labor force participation among older age groups has gradually declmed. In 1900, nearly

two ol our), threci men age 65 and older worked, but bY 1980 only one in fie did ;o. Employment

of men age 55-64 has also declined, falling by 10 percenyn the last decade; by 1980 only 7 of 10

Men in this age group %ere in.the labor force I

This trend has been gradual but steady, . and it parallels the experience of other des eloped

countries. Although a satiety of possible causes can be identifiedrising wealth, changes in
industrial ond social structure. introduction 01 public and pris ate traosterprogramsthe e \act

role each of these factor% has played is still in dispute.
Among women ()set age 65, the rate of labor force participation has remained fairlyconstant in

this century at about 10 percent. The percent of working women in the 55-65 age group climbed

during the 1950% and 1960s as part of the general increase in wornen's labor force ineolcement the

rate then leveled off m the 1970s at about Or percent I

4 4.
41
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Of rarr,..ng, abo.ette ev,emr:t

_ ,
t-.. ,ear- ot ar,d ,54,400 f07 under 65 oh:

-7 , ... c paze grc,Ath in a'. t-ragt ag

,atl- %" arr.,. benet age -2

r a-, f,,;_a7-...va a r yo;1 tav, or, A-4,e- ri ,20.ered ,:rnrky,rnent up to a N.:ellir4

e 532,4f)"..; Tne tak rate ,s IQ 8 p.,-.1,arg, Aith employer and employee' ea..h

ait are tam:d at i_s.05 p,:rcent. The,e rates hal.e gradually been

L-c cY.er :he ear,, ar,u ;r.,.rca es are already heduled for the future. In 1985, the rate ilI

11 pr_ent. an:lin 1990i ]Il rise again to 12 4 percent, The combined employer and

ra,e tor the enure Old Age Sur..1% or, D,cability , and Health Insurance programs vill

tcf Qlt,mate rate of 15 3 percent at that iirr,(:
The f:nan-.'ir,g on a pay-as-you.go basis. ith current benefits paid ith current tax receipt.

Thu, the benefit c retireec get are paid by those still Aorking, ho in turn %ill ha,.e benefits paid by

hen they retire. The truct funds ser%e primarily as contingency resen,e,. to

ehate the 0.: ctern to At:ather period, of recession h e n tax receipts fall, As Ae haNe seen in recent

year,. the'e re,er.t.--- may he inadequate to Aithstand prolonged or mv.tre recessions or periods

earnings fail to groA as fast as pnces. This tenderic'y has been exacerbated by apparently



a

C r ec..;:nrh, ar,nc,cinced res i..orls in ri'A:C....sro-Litter Pro,
fi--.ancult: OASDIks fl c1/4-ritra.t tC

z-77 ,.` cr Cra' a 4. ,.-Ato..11a:c tur.ct to rr..."..71, eirc

'supplemental s.ecurits Income

Icr ',".car rt,,t3fr, b.enefil, for elderly is hc Supp:crrental Secur.ty
rcgrarn was ;nitated ri 19"4 to replace the federally-reimbursed

0 to Aied. 1)satn!ed admurn,tered by the State,

St,1 and airni-ni-terei rrogLarn to proyide a nationally uniform minimum
aci. rd. and clit..ab!ed p-z.-r sons Tre rflajOr purpose of the program IS to ensure a

r.a nerar,cc in,i:fr.c To aged. blind. and disabled persons who were not cos Lied bs
earners or c.'eperident, of ez-rrner s, or whose income from Social

.17 not -uff:.ent to rros idc bamc maintenance needs A State may
!r.c eJeral ben-efit tc, pros 1de a higher Income les el for its reAents or to pay the

." r. int'. arrangement, (boarding homes. inslitutionsi when indisiduals are not
t inders-.r.cleritly

To b., cLt:ib!i. tor SSI, an (nclis.dual or couple must be 65 or oser or blind or otherwise disabled.
c,ther 'flan home and certain other excluded items must be below $1,500 for an indis idual

.$2.:50 for a couple I ederal SSI benefits for an indisidual with no other income are $3,180,a
S4:64 l'Acni;.-ght States pay supplements to rel.-mints Using

Tanging from $120 in Utah to S2,088 in California for indniduab and from $180 in
Dakota to $5,016 in California for eouptes. Thus combined annual benefit lock in States

that supplement the Federal benefit range from $3.30U to $5.268 for indisiduals and from $4,955
ro $9.-80 for c-ouple-

Benefit,. arc reduced by a the d when a recipient Ines in another person's household and does
rot pay a proporri'onal share of common hou,ehold expenses. This reduction applies to about 7

of recipient, Benefits are also reduccd by SI for each $2 of earnings, disregarding the first
per month Only about 3 percent of recipients hase their benefits reduced for this reason

Fraii , benefits art reduced by the amount of income as ailable to the recipients other than
cjr n w including Social Security, scterans pensions, and interest and disidends, after
d.sregar ding $20 This reduction affects about 60 percent of recipients.

In 1981. approximatdy 4 rmIlion people were receising SSI benefits, a decrease fiorn 4.3 million
when the rolls'peaked in 1976. About 35 percent of nev. awards are for aged persons and 65
percent arc for the blind and disabled. More than half of SSI recipients are 65 years or older, the
median 4c f or !hi, group is 76 years. Thirty-three percent of those oser 65 are oser 80. Sixty-six
percent of the adult recipients are wornen.12

Total Federal benefit outlays for SSI were $6.3 billion in 1981, and state ,,upplements
administered by the Federal Gosernment added another $1.8 billion. Thu as erage monthly
caseload for Federal benefits was approximately 3.6 milhon persons, 1.2 million of %shorn also
recened federally-administered State supplements.12

Estimates suggest that only 55 percent of the aged p0 sons potentially eligible for SSI palucipate
in the program. According to a recent study by Urban Systems Research and Engineering13,
participation rates are loss for seseral reason... First, some of the eligible nonparticipant
population is ignorant of the SSI program and its benefits, they hase less experience with
gosernment programs and are skeptical of them. As the sursey indicated, esen those who receise
Social Security checks may neser has e heard of SSI. Second, if eligible participants were turned
down at some time in the past they are less likely to reapply when changed circumstances make
them eligible for benefits. Third, people who hase neser receised "welfare' in their working Ines
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!USW% lq unit:nit:1m iit gm- t.rn ;anitist t;cprcith. ts:d sNIth 1.4.41atnt, of LoutNe, tlut

LnottOt t..; nov, it to Fr.t: ria\k/II i oi kL1I1L,C111 I hANIkni %sill LILL ma rot challen)Yes. mostly

tsc ots frig around how to Ns tor rittrornerg bnelii as the proportion ot the dderh m the

pcipolation t ises
1 hat the St,tial 'sccurnS ss stern taccs lutute financial dill icultics should be ohs ions to any

new Two 14..ado V. hal is less oh,,,,,,us is that the ".!. qern taes MO distinct future !manual

pt oblen-is One is immediate unless economic conditions are seo fasorabk the OASD1 resets':
t rinds mas sets well be inadequate it) pay benefits sometime in the next less y cars The problem,

mcripts pitt, is a result 01 economic per formance oser the past Ilse years or so that was worse than

anticipated w hen current benefit schedules and tax rates were established
The other problem is longlange, bicause of demographic stints, ot which the most dramatic is

thc J lour ot the baby boom gent:ration, the proportion ot aged persons in the population will
clmib substantially early in the nem century AI-Lording to pi cucctions of the Bureau of the
Census, the ratio of those 65 :Was s of age and oser to those aged 20 to 64 will rim: from 20 22

Percent In the l980.2005 Per od to about 37-39 percent in 2030 and thereafter,14
User the nest 2.5 years, there will be approximately 3 2 cos ered workers f i.e., workers paying

Social Scurut taxes) pu Social eiuIit5 bend-roily (retired and disabled workers, their spouses

and chddren. and sun, n ors of deceased w or kers). But by 2010, the post-World War 11 baby boom

01 has e begun to [cure, ith tertilny ptojected to remain at or near present levels, and with
projected impos ements in mortality , the number of ssurers per beneficiaci is expected to decline

to aboui 2.4 tor the peitod 2006 to 2030, and to about 2,0 for the period 2031 to 2055, with the

exact pattern depending on assumptions about fertility, mortality, and disability,
f he 1982 OASD1 Trustees' Report projects the path of the surplus or deficit in the OASD1 trust

lund Rather than show this in absolute dollar amounts it is more informative to show the
e-nmated inflow ot taxes and outflow of benefits rebus e to the Mal payroll as ailable as a tax base

to support the system Thus the estimated "Lost rate" is the annual-cost or outflow of benefit ;
pay mentsepicssed as a pei cent of taxable pay roll Similarly, the tax rate shows the inflow of

Social Securii tax as a percentage of the tax base. The difference between inflow and outflow is

the -orplus or deficit, again show n as a percentage of taxable payroll.
The tolfow ing table shows estimates for the cost rate, the tax rate, and the surplus or deficit

based on the less optimism, of the two intermediate alter nat is es that appear in the 19,82 OASD1

Trustees' Report Reflecting the decline in cosered workers per beneficiary that Ocenrs after 2005,

the estimated cost rate will rise more rapidly than the taxes to pay' for them, with deficits occurring

alter 2010, As the tahle shows, to adequately finance the programs, total pay roll tax rates either

would has e to he increased by 1 fiti percent oser the years 2007-2031 and by an additional 2.73

percent beginning in 2032, or by 1 82 percent beginning immediately.

The long-run problems temnimg from an in,reasing proportion of the population that is aged
arid collWinw benefits suppoited by a w or kloi ce whose growth does not keep paceextend to
Medicare, the Health Insurance (HI) portion of Social Security. As the proportion of the

population ags M and os el increases al ter the turn of the century. , health care expenditures as a

peicentage ot taxable pay toll also are expected to increase. While cost rates for tlw 111 program

usually are not estimated user a 75-year period, the following table presents special estimate% done

bs he Health t_ are hinancin g Admunstration on the basis of the 1981 Trustees' Report .
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to run a commually increasmg deficit from 1987 to :'03.5 The long-term situation in HI ic
illustrated in Figure 2

To summartte, although n is dif fi,alt to forecast the tuture, it is cuuentlr protected that
demographic changes occurring at ter the turn of the century w ill give list to sharply increasing
OASDI and HI cost rates Given currently legislated taxes, both OASDI and HI costs will exceed
the res enue raised to par thern after about 2010 Under inter-rnediate assumptions, OASDI and
!Medicare outlar met./ .1 2$ percent of taxable payroll in 2030 and m each r ear berond. Under
less optimistic assumptions, total Social Security outlar s could exceed 40 percent of taxable
payroll

%%fide the csad magnitude of these protections is uncertain, we know enough about the general
situation to recognize that the probkm is both large and unavoidable. all who will reach age 65
between 1982 and 2046 have already been born. Furthermore, vre would face this long-run
probkm even if the short run problem had lies CI a, sen, though the solutions adopted to address
the short run problem will obr iouslr have sonie bearing on the specific nature di the long run
problem.

Three broad approaches eya for closing the &hots in Suual Securitr that sr .11 begin to appear
atter 2010.

1 Maintain the present benefit structure and increase the system's financing This might bc done
t, (a) increasing future taws as needed after 2010, (b) attempting to advance fund the system
between now and 2010.
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zngs used in the benefit formula
alternatise way of adjusting earnings would be to index them by the growth in sonsumer

prices. which W ould !lase the ef fest of soro ening AB Awnings 1,, an amount that corresponds
surrent dollars to the purchasing power of these wages when they were earned. For a gis en

heno it tormUla, wage-indexed earmngs hotories produee higher benefits than prise-indexed
earnings, but either method results in sonstant earnings replacement ratn oser time.

Indeunkcy Bend-Points Social Sesurity benefits arc sompuied by applying a three, braskct
formula. mush like an Insome tax formula, to as erage indexed monthly earnings (AIME). In

ne year, the formula produces benefits that are proportionally smaller for higher %aloes
'of AIME The boundaries of the braekets or inters als in the formula are referred to as
bend points (we points a and b in Figure 3). L rider currentlaw the bend-points are indexed to
reflest the growth in aserage wages to ensure that earnings replacement rates remain constant
cr.er time

If bend-point , were indexed to reflest the growth in pr Ak.k'S instead of wages, each susseeding
,ohort of retirees would resene a lower earnings replasement rate, as long as real earnings
were growing Qs er time This would ossur besause benefits for new retirees would not
increase as last as as crave. indexcicl monthly earnings The real dollar amount of benefits would
'on grow oser time, but the increase would be small

Pmtentakinent Indeunk,Qf Benefits Before 1975, benefit paid by Soaal Securi y were not
tormally indexed and inereases in benefits were made ad hoc by Congress. Beginning in 1975.
benefit were indexed to keep paee with the rate ol growth in sonssimer prices. Benefits I rom
the Stsl program are also indexed to prices.

I here are alternaroes to indexing benefits by the rate ot growth in consumer ono:N. One
alter flutist would he to index them by the growth in wages With price indexing the real les c!
ot benefit remains sonstant oser tune, hut with growth in teal wages the relatise standard
of loing ot benelislaries falls Vs age indexing would allow benefisiaries to share in general
esonomis growth, whish would he parosularly helpful to sery aged beneficiaries who hase
t%i:n on the r ills tor a long time. agc indexing has also been suggested for another reasorj
During 19-4- P475 and again in the past two years, prises has e been growing faster than
nominal wages Besause benefits are priseondexed, Social Security and SSI recipients
has e tared mush better than the working population during these years. Man:, argue that

saue all sosiets should shale the costs of a depressed esonomy , the indexing fastor for
benetir should not I.-taxed (berate of growth in nominal wages

Some base argued that hesause sodsumption needs are different for the elderly, benefits should
bc indexed by a separate prise index that rellests the kinds of goods 4. orhumcd by retirees. For
example, the prise ot new homes and home mortgage rates hase a relatisely large weight in the
s,insumer prise index a Pit, but surrent prises do not reflect the costs of housing or mortgages for
elder persons who tspisalls made their home purchases years ago when prises and mortgage ratte
were much lower

scparate pose indexes lot the elderls hase been construsted on an experimental basis, but the
results indisate lark shange in these indexes &Pier time sompared to the shange in oserall sonsumer
pry:. 19 An additional technisal probkm m u>inig to spesity the appropriate consumption
pattern tor a separate index arises from the fast that a substantial portion of Social Sesunty
benet isiar IC\ are not elderly

Pro ate pension plans generally hase nu expliso indexing of either wage histories or benefit
payments Indexing of bend points is not an issue tor pensions besause with proportional benefits
there o only one htasket in the henefit formulas Sinse wage histuran are nor indexedethe earning ,
upon Whisti henelits are Nised at.retirement do not nesessanly rellest current price lesels. This is

er,orne to +orne hesause peristn plans use a,mush shorter as eragmg period than Sosial
se, raw., tspicalls using earnings from the three or toe highest earnings years With nominal
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eat A %i MC),' tc e ear , just before renryttent. Howter. the problem

lor uri cr, ho leaie a partloaiar persion plan before retirement Once ser:ted, such

are able to receo,e benefit, from a plan. but becauw thesi,z benefits von often be based

on ..arrhs. t rt;111 y Car 1-,efore, their ..alue at retirement VOli be sery toy,.

N,10,1 p.,:mion plan, du not indo. retirement benefits Smne plans adjust benefits on an

r,,,, N, t'ut tpatl. the-e increase, ha'.e been far lu,s than increases in the corbumer price

nJe V.:th moderate to high inflation rate-, een benefits that prosided adequate income at the

tin e ut retirement r rd I:, tall in real ..alur to the point ,%here the> no longer pros ide sufficient

r,:'irement th,.otr,c

Tax I reatment of Benefits

A mal important aspect of belle! ts is the u ay the> are treated Aith respect to income taxes Social

Se, unit:. and TSS1 benefits are not subject to thr per ,onal income tax, but benefits under prk ate and

ruhh, employer plans become taxable after workers has c recosered benefits equaling their

oriti hUt i n to the sy stem.
Mari h.f.e argued that the double personal exemption in the income tax for people over age 65

make, the nontaxability of OASD1 benefits unnecessaty , and that the tax system should treat these

bench!, the sank:: a.. or at least similar to the way pris ate and public employer pensions are treated

On the other hand. taxing OASD1 benefits would substantially lower benefit/contribution ratios

h,r worker ,. u ith high earnings. Because these workers are already treated unfavorably by the
Enfit tormula, taxation.ol benefits could conflict with verticalequity. (The taxation issue is

unided ar greater length in a later section of this chapter.)2°

finandng
Crfrunhultrin Raw
An important consideration in tinancing retirement benefits is the base from which contributions

come Bolt, Social Security and pension contributions can be thought of as being financed out of a

proportIonal tax on earnings SS1 benefits. on the other hand, are financed from income taxes

There are two rationales for financing Social Security benefits from earnings. The first is to

maintain a hill between opntributions and benefits, both the amount of payroll tax paid and the

amount ui Sooal Security cash benefits receised are based on a worker's earnings under the

program This relationship has been an important factor in achieving public suppirt for the

program, Social Secunty benefit% are thus thought of as an earned right rather than a transfer

payment, although this link has been historically tenuous; in the case of current and past

generation% ot renrees,contributions have accounted for only a small percentage of total benefit

payments. How ever. under current law , tor young workers on average, lifetime benefits will

generally reflect lifetime contributions to the system.
The second rationale is that the payroll tax is designated specifically for Social Security. A

separate tax unpOses a degree of I heal discipline on the system. The cost of the Social Security

program is reflected in the payroll tax tate, and any overall liberalization of benefits must be
accompamed bY a corresponding increase in the taxes that workers and their employers pay

[Arnim ked taes,made abundantly clear what any proposed benefit Increases might cost current

and 1 uture tawa±,ers
The payroll tax has been criticized as a source Of financing for Social Security. The tax is

thought to he regresw,e becaw,e it us leveled only on earnings up to a certain amount and does not

include incomt..other than earnings in its base. Other arguments weaken this position, however

I as!, less than 10 percent ol all earning% are excluded because of the ceiling. Second, the earned

insionle tax credit. introduced in 1975, was intended w help compensate for the regressivity of the

tax a rcgressiv e or proportional tax may bc appropriate in a program whose overall effect

is progressice
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Rev evues f or Social Se-urity could be generated through other taxes besides the payroll tax. The
ti major alternatives are (1) moving some or all of they stem's revenue requirements to general
revenues. thus rely ing on personal mcome and corporate profits taxes, or (2) imposing a new tax. a
alue added tax being the most frequently discused. Arguments favoring a particular approach

concern the appropriateness of the financing mechanism to the benefits conveyed, the different
economic impact of the taxes, and the absolute magnitude of the base on which a given tax is
Iry led.

The introducuon of general revenues into the Social Secunt) program would require an Increase
in 'general taxes or result m a future increase in the general fund deficit. Among those who would
contribute under general revenue financing would be the retired population itself through taxes on
income trom pensions, investments, and other assets.

Two aspects of present Social Security financing are frequently considered candidates for
nonpay toll tax financing. hospital tnsurance and the redistributive portion of retirement benefits,
including both the tilt in tbe benefit formula and ancillary benefits to,dependents. In both cases,
thc natural hnk that proportional payroll taxes make between the level of earnings and benefits is
absent. so one major rationale for payroll tax financing does not hold.

Pal-As-You-Go versus Advance Funding

A critical difference between the Social Security program and pension plans is the reliance on
pay as you go financing rather than advance funding. Since the 1939 Amendments, Social
Sec, unty has been financed on a pay -as-you go basis. The revenue collected from the payroil tax
each year s intended40 equal total expenditures for that year plus a small amount to maintain a
contingency fund...111e effectiveness of the pay-as-you-go financing principle, in use almost since
the beginning of Social Secunty, is grounded in the growth of the economy and the population.
Taxes Raid in any period by a certain generation could, in the aggregate, be matched or exceeded
by the benefits received in the future by that same generation, as long as the populati6n and real
earmngs were growing. With a decline in population growth and a slow or no-growth economy,
however, , indidualc n the working population would face tax increases that 'could not be met by
equivalent increases in future benefits.

Private pension plans are funded in a different way. hil e there are many variations, the basic
approach is to advance fund the retirement benefits of workers over their working lifetime. A
reserve fund is accumulated, which is then drawn down when a worker retires.

It was recognized at the inception of the Social Security program that there would be a large
windfall to the initial generation of retirees. While this is necessarily the case under pay-as-you-go
financing, it should be noted that some retirees also have received large windfalls as the result of
grandfathering at the inceptiOn of many pension plans.

A significant financial liabihty arises during the period between the inception of a pension plan
and its maturity, , because thew are not accumulated funds to make pay menb to workers at or near
retirement age. Retirement benefits basedon employment before the plan's starting date must be
met tin ough increased contributions to the pension fund during the transition period. Under the
rules established Wthe Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), the
maximum period for amortizing this past liability is 30 years.

The reason for the large windfalls m Social Security hes in the program's historical origins. The
s!, stem was conceiv ed during the Depression of the 1930s, and the economic environment of the
times brought elements of social welfare and redistribution into its structure. Benefits were paid
immediately to individuals who paid very little into the system.

The Depression was an event that no one could have reasonably prepared for. It eemel y
reduced the economic well-being of several generations and thus it may have made sense to
transfer income front generations yet unborn to generations hurt by the event. One way to do this
was to start an unfunded Social Security program. Because the Depression imposed an economic
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loss ol st.nrie magnitude on the entire V+ orking and retired population, the payment of income

transfers to people who have reached retirement even as late as current times can be justified.

HON, ever, by nov, most of the people affected by the Depression have reached retirement age and

this argument does not hold for continuing intergenerational transfers.
The probteim ot pay-as-you-go financing will become acute as members of the large baby boom

generation reach retirement age early in the next century. To meet the program's revenue

requirements at that time, thr generation succeeding the baby boom generation would face sharply

increased payroll taxes. Some have argued that Social Security should distribute this burden more

evenly by engaging in a considerable degree of advance funding. For this to happen payroll taxes

would have to be increased in the very near future. This would enable the system to accumulate a

very large reserve fund that could then be spent down as the baby boom generation retires. Under

this option, members of that generation would bear a large share of the burden for their own

retirement support.
It is important to recognize that because or extremely unfavorable dependency ratios, even the

inancing of advance-funded pension plans will be affected. As the baby boom retires, pension

I unds will have to pay benefits out of accumulated reserves. The generation succeeding the baby

boom whorl %Ill be asked to purchase a large stock of accumulated capital. The tradeoff for
reduced consumption will be a higher level of savings. The one major difference is that capital
accumulation under advance funding leads to more investment and hence a greater total national
output; both consumption and say ings will then come out of a larger total pie, so the absolute

levels of both will be higher.
An increase in thikrelative degree of advance funding in the retirement income system, either

through greater reliance on private pensions or modification of Social Security financing, does not

necearily lead to greater aggregate sav ings, other government policies are critical. For example,

it it were deemed desirable to partially advance fund the Social Security program, significant
technical and political issues NN, ould have to be resolved to ensure that taxes collected in advance of

payment requirements would be used effectively to increase society's productive resources. At a

minimum, using the funds to finance other Federal spending andlor retirement benefit increases
would have to be avoided. The accumulated funds could be used to retire government debt,

driving down market interest rates for government bonds and leading to a shift in private

investrients to productive capital. However, even after all outstanding government debt was

retired, there would still have to be a very large reserve buildup if the system were to be advance-

funded to any significant degiee. There appears to be few options for investing these funds short of

buying State or municipal debt or buying large amounts of private assets, which would imply

Federal Government involvement in the ownership of private companies.
Similarly, if increases in private retirement income claimsfor example, larger employer-based

pensions, greater use of IRA tax shelterswere offset by increases in overall Federal borrowing
tor current operatmg expenses, then these increases in private sector retirement provisions also

might not translate into increased aggregato savings.

Tax Treatment of Contrjbutions

The final aspect of financing to consider is the tax treatment of contributions. The Social Security

payroll tax is lev ied equally on employers and employees, and in the long term at least part of the

employer share of the tax is most probably shifted back to employees. Pension contributions are

most often paid entirely by the employer, but they are usually considered as deferred wages by

both employers and employees.
orkers' contributions to the Social Security program are taxed as income when earned.

Employer contributions arc treated as compensation to employees, hence as ordinary and

necessary non-taxable business expenses. Employer contributions to private pension plans arc

treated the same way but are taxable income to the employee when received in retirement. Also, in
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private pension plans the interest earned on employer contribisions (and, if any, on employee
contributions) is not taxed until received as retirement income. The decision not to tax gmployers'
contributions and interest in private pension plans reflects the explicit intent to encourage the
deferment of wages until retirement, when individual tax rates tend to be lower.

In contrast, the nontaxability of Social Security benefits in excess of employee contributions
constitutes a tax exclusion rather than a deferment. If Social Security were treated exactly like
private pensions, approximately 85 percent of benefits would be included in the adjusted gross
incomc beneficiaries. A less analytically rigorous, but often suggested, treatment would include
just one-half of Social Security benefits in the tax base.

INTERACTIONS

interprogram Interactions

Public and private pension plans, Social Secutity, and the Supplemental Secutity Income piogram
interact in a number of ways. The most obvious is through offsets. Because SS1 counts both Social
Security and pension benefits as income, benefits from these program's offset SSI benefits dollar-
for dollar. The same is true for the many pension plans that are integrated with Social Security.
Under integration rules established by the Internal Revenue Service, private plans can reduce
benefits by up to 83 cents for each dollar of Social Security benefits recehed. Most plans that
offset benefits for Social Security use a reduction rate substantially less than the maximum,
typically 50 percent.21 Under defined contribution plans, employers can contribute a higher
percentage amount for earnings above the Social Security taxable maximum.

Programs interact in other ways as well. Pension plans typically set a total target earnings
replacement rate for retirees that takes account of expected Social Security benefits. Thus, in plans
that allow retirement before age 62, the first age of eligibility for Social Security, benefits are often
adjusted so.the total annual retirement inconi, remains constant before and after the worker
begins to receive Social Security benefits.

Effects on Savings

A potentially important interaction of retirement income pi ograms is their effect on individual
savings. The idea behind this is fairly straightforward. If people save because of anticipated
income needs at retirement, then the creation of a retirement income program that meets this need
will cause them to save less. Assuming for the moment that private pensions arc close to fully
funded, as long as there is less than dollar-for-dollar reduCtion in private savings in response to
pensions, total capital for investment is increased. However, Social Security is an unfunded
program, so to the extent that individual savings arc discouraged there is less capital available for
investment.

In order for the effect of an unfunded system to be a concern for reasons of economic growth,
at least three conditions arc necessary. (1) the level of capital accumulation is too low; (2)
aggregate savings would be higher in the absence of the system, and (3) changes in other
government policies would not be more effective for inducingireater savings and investment.

The effect of Social Security on savings is ambiguous. There are at least three theoretical
considerations. (1) benefits in excess of contributions should be expected to increase lifetime
income and thus decrease savings, (2) the introduction of Social Security may have encouraged
earlier retirement and thereby may have led individuals to save more ()vet a shorter working life in
order to provide for longer retirement,-(3) individuals may act to offset the effect of the Social
Security program either by reducing support for elderly parents or by increasing bequests (in which
case the system should have no impact or say ings). Empirical evidence of the effect of Social
Security on savings is mixed and inconclusive.22
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Effects on Earnings

A second potential et tect of retirement income programs is on the labor supply of older workers
In the past 25 years, labor force participation rates for older men hasc steadily declined. For men
aged 65 and os cr. the rates base I alien from 36.5 percent in 1955 to 19.1 percent in 1981. The
participation rate tor men age 60-644 has fallen by 21.5 percentage points, from 82.5 percent in

1955 to 61.0 percent in 1980, The trend in labor force participation rates for women has been less

clear. Oser the same 25-year period the rate for women 65 and oser has fluctuated around 10

percent, while the rate toi women 60-64 has actually increased slightly, reflecting the general

Increase in labor force participation by women.23
While other Jactors, such as rising real incomes, has e been important, private pensions and

Social Security may base contributed to the decline in participation rates in two ways. First, if

benefits from pensions and Social Security increase total lifetime income, workers can be expected

to respond by working less, in particular by retiring earlier. Second, private pensions and the
Social Security program may create disincentives for continued work once benefits are taken

In most cases up through the present, the salue of the total Social Security benefits a worker

could expect to receise in retirement has greatly exceeded the value of the same individual's
contributions to the system. This has also been true of many pension plans. An excess of benefits

relatis e to contributions represents a net addition to an individual's wealth, which makes

retirement 1 rom the labor force more attractive. While this incentive for retirement may have

influenced past labor force participation decisions. retirement income, at least from Social

Security, will no longer represent an increase in-weahltonce the system reaches maturity in the

near tuture. At that point the salue of benefit. will more nearly equal, on average, the value of

past contributions.
However, because the wealth represented by future Social Security or pension benefits is not

nnich like housing assets, the asailability of a retirement income stream as an alternative to

income from working may be more important for workers in choosing when to retire. To the

extent this is true, the age of first availability of benefits may be a key factor influencing labor

force participation.
Both public and pris ate employer pensions and theSocial Security program restrict the potential

earnings of retirees once retirement benefits are taken. Employer pension plans universally require

workers to leave their present jobs once they begin to draw their pensions, and in some cases place

restrictions on the type of employment workers can accept after retirement. Because workers give

up job-specific experience and accumulated seniority when they retire, wages will be lower in any

postretirement job.
Despite this potential loss of earnings, there still are strong financial incentives for workers to

accept pension benefits. Most employer plans do not credit years of service of additional earnings
beyond a certain age, usually age 65, for purposes of computing a worker's retirement benefit.
Thus the total value of pension benefits falls as retirement is delayed.

Social Security Imposes a slightly different constraint on postretirement earnings. Under the

earnings test, a person's Social Security benefits are reduced by 50 cent6 for each dollar of ea: nings

above a specified exempt amount. In effect, the earnings test imposes a 50 percent tax on earningS-

above the exempt amount. By comparison, under the personal income tax a married couple would

have to earn at least $85,000 in 1982 before they would face a 50 percent marginal tax rate. When

added to already existing payroll and income taxes, the total marginal tax rate on a Social Security

recipient can be quite high. For example, abeneficiary with a median level of income can expect to

net only about 25 cents for every dollar of earnings above the exempt amount. A tax that reduces
financial gain from work should be expected to cause people to work less.

The earnings test has also been criticized on equity grounds. Older workers argue that they have

contributed to Social Security throughout their working careers and that to deny them benefits just

because they choose to continue working is unfair. Whether or not it is equitable to withhold
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benefits trout those over retnement age who work depends on whether Social Security is viewed as
an old age annuity or a retirement program. The traditional view is that the purpose of the
program is to replace lost earnings when a person becomes disabled, dies, or retires. The earnings
test is used as a measure of whether retirement has oecurred. With this view of the system, it is
equitabk to withhold benefits, just as in any insurance program payment is not made unless the
insured against ekent occurs. On the other hand, if the system is viewed asan old age annuity, , the
only requirement for eommencing benefit payments should be the attainment of the specified
pensionable age. As noted earlier, however, in the private sector even employer pensions do not
operate as old age annuities and they restrict earnings, once benefits are taken, by requiring
workers to leave the firm.

Recent analysis of the Social Security system suggests that there are substantial offsetting
factors to the tax on wages from the earnings test. Because of adjustments for early retirement and
the effect of additional earnings on future benefits, the Social Security system may aetually create
work incentiv es that are larger than the disincentive effect of the earnings test for workers betweln
the ages of 62 and 65. It seems clear, however,, that substantial disincentives do exist for continued
work beyond age 65 because the adjustment for delayed retirement does not fully compensate
workers for foregone benefits.24

CONCLUSION

Over the next 50 years the Nation will have to accommodate a very large increase in the proportion
of the population that is aged. The growth in the aged population was over 10 percent in the 1970s
and will be almost 10 percent in the 1980s. At present, the population 65 or older constitutes about
11 percent of the total. Over the next 50 years it will increase to approximately 18 percent of the
total an increase of more than 60 percent. Because of a long-term trend toward zero population
growth in birthrates and a lev cling off in immigration, the Nation eventually would have reached
this higher pdcentage of the population that is aged without a sharp cyclical upswing in the
birthrate during the 1950s and early 1960s. The baby boom-baby bust cycle, how ev er, requires the
Nation to make this substantial adjustment in a short period of time.

Such changes and accommodations are not unprecedented. In the post-World War Il period,
society accommodated a large bulge (and now a decline) in the dependent population under age 20.
However,, per person costs are lower with respect to children, and societal transfers to the aged are
nominally more "public" than those made to the under 20 population. The shift to a more elderly
population ov er the next 50 years demands more forethought, planning, and understanding than
the Nation has ev er tended to give such demographic transitions. The problems ate especially
acute at the Federal level, for increased public transfers to the aged show almost exclusively in the
Federal budget.

Basically, , the debate about retirement income over the next 50 years will be about how to
reallocate a commensurate share of the national product to the gr owing percentage of elderly in
the population. The elderly on av,-rage currently enjoy a certain standard of living in relation to
the younger, working population. Depending on the yardstick used, the current living standard of
the aged is.considered to be any where from 60 percent to nearly 100 percent of the living standard
enjoyed by most middle-aged citizens. If this relative living standard of the aged is to be
maintained neither improved nor diminished the percentage of the national product that goes
to the elderly approximately must double over the next 50 years as the elderly population increases
at the same tate. This can occur by means of Social Security, employer pensions, private asset
accumulation, and earnings. Is that possible? Or will the relative income position of the elderly
have to decline?

Equally important, how do we want the allocation between cash income and medical ser v ices to
evolve over this intervening period? Current extrapolations show Social Security declining relative
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to preiemenacni row! ,oruperisat ion is% ages and twinges), oc,,,upational pensions probabls

n asin g. and medisal Care provision especially publicly tinanced MesliCal, Care --itisfesi,; s N

abls the Natton shitts room c.c., to whales er degree, toward the elsicih, is this the

disTribution ot ,..ash %et sus in kind income that st.e think necessar% or sensible'
Turther, are we ,omfortable with the mit, 114.'0% een out public and pin ate modes ot feaneCalisM

1 inploy el petistons and other lorry ot deterred compensation are gross mg Some ha% e argued

that a vyoirkt be donable to encourage that grovyth, tor then more ot the upcoimr g aggregate shit t

in national insome could take place in the pr n ate sector, placing less strain on the pohttcal proce

ie,peCiall at the federal line!) and possibls leading to greater capital formation Can that be

aomplished wuhout possibly coumerproductne public regulation of emploser pensions As

dis,ussed ntore tully below , ill the growth of employer pensions be such that the historical

emphasis ot Social Secur It% on ki -IA, age and intermittent empkwment can be phased out or at

least diminished Can we substitute other income transfer MeChanisms, more directh or tdttftvCt,

IIIS.081c-Voilditioned. that also might ease this traditional emphasis in Soeial Security? For

etampk. proposals ha% e long been made to substitute some ot all of the redistributional element'

of oial SeAlrIt ith an enhanyed Supplemental Security Income pi ogram.. the so-salled special

mmirunin in soetal Secupt tor longaerm vyorkeis, or for an aged demogrant (an equal pa% mem

to all aged midis tduals) that i ,ubleet to taxation.

An% derailed reexamination ot the retirentelit Income Ntent MUNI concentrate on the pubhcly

t manced component and begin w ith the recognition that this component is structured mound two

oad obiectis es ( ) reallocation 01 an indnidual's income front the working years to the

retirement sears in ordei to support one's ow n retirement and that of a spouse; (2) reallocation
ithm Social Securits (and w Rhin national income) from certain groups. especialls those w uh

t clam eh high !none earnings, in 1.1%or of other group. in the elderly population

I he Currem system attempts to meet these %%Iwo n CS targets through the Social SeCtiritr

program and secondard% through the Supplemental Security Income program and tax pohc% The

k.urient structure consists of the historical accretion ot incremental and ad hoe decisions, and it IN

not e% ident that it achie% es its results in %% as S that are coherent, readily understood, or een ak% s

Intended
)ne of len-used guide tor reexamining these dis ergent goals in the ss stern is the measure ot

tut IA Lorne... Can an 'WI% idual expect to recene I rolll the s% stem what he paid into It? Such

calculations in% ol% e comparing htemne taxes and foregone interest with scheduled lifetime

benchts, adiusted tor risk and Insurance protection When this benchmark is used to measure the

current %%stem'. reallocations. some possible anomahes emerge. The competing obrectise of social

adequac% presents Social Securits !tom pro% iding actuarial fairness in all cases. In some areas, the

social yonsensus around the departure is probably relatn els strong. For example, the ss stem's
if:allocation trom benefits paid to couples w hen both spouses are alis e (and t rom those who leas e

no surs is or at all) in WM- of benefits pald to stir% Is mg spouses is probably greater than in ptis ate

copational penslons nh actuarial surs is orship rules. Nes ertheless. that reallocation has been

selan% els unquestioned in debates about the system oser the years.

On the other hand. aspects of ancillary spouse benefits (paid while both the worker and

dependent spouse are aloe) and the nontaxability of all program benefits operate in was. that

defeat the tilt in the basic benefit formula. These seeming conflicts in the system hate been debated

persistently and across a broad political spectrum. tims calling into question exacth what the

program's purposes are and whether some explicit rearrangements might More aceurately telliCt

changing economic realits and social consensus.
It mas he appropriate and es en necessary to smooth out some of the benefit redistributions in

Soda! Security and to reassess the treatment of Social Seemity under the income taxespeeialh ii
occupational pension coverage gross% among loss er-ss age ssorkers. Further, now that the SS I

program has become a fixed teature ot the Social Security Administration. greater reliance imght
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NIEDK ARLAND NIFDICAID

Medicare

riackd in 1%5. Medicare is a federal pwgram pros kling hospital and medical insurance

,01. crack- 2flerons who are entitled to Social Security cash benefits and their families.

Nriete rulhon -elderly persons gained eligibility for Medicare at its inception in 1966.

Medkarc benthuaries now number 2$ million persons who are over 65 and 3 million

who Sri; peimanently disabled, including 73,000 who are suffering from end-stage renal

Almost all the Nation's elderly population is co:ered by Medicare. Roughly three

and one-hall million Medicare beneficiaries aho hase Medicaid coverage.
Me'dkare cosers ihe following acute and extended care services: hospital .care, physician

sets ices, post-hospital skilled nursing facility (SNF) care, home health care, laboratory and

x-ray sers ices, phssical and speech therapy, rural health clinic services, and durable

medical equipment and supplies. Medicare cosers neither outpatient prescription drugs nor

long term nursing home care, two sersicesof considerable importance for the elderly.

Medicare consists of two parts: Part A. Hospital Insurance, and Part B, Supplementary

Medical Insurance. All persons receiving Social Security retirement or disability benefits

are automatically entitled to Part A without premium payments while anyone who is over

age 65 or otherwise entitled to Part A benefits may elect Part B. Part A is financed

primarily (97 percent) with payroll taxes anti Part B is financed by a combination of
general resenues (three-fourths of expenditur :s) and beneficiary premium payments (one-

fourth ot expenditures) Ninety-six percent oi alt Part A beneficiaries also enroll in

Pau B t onsersely, about 40,000 persons not eligible for Part A enroll in Part B. The

monthly premium for Part B coverage is noW $11.00 and will become $12.20 July 1, 1982.

L rider Medicare Part A. molt benefits are available on a spell-of-illness basis. A spell

ot Illness is defined as the period that begins at the time a beneficiary enters a hospital

_and ends when he has been out of a health care facility for 60 days. During each spell of

beneticianes are cosered for 90 days of hospital care and 100 days of skilled nursing

care I hes are entitled to recene an additional 60 days of hospital core during their

lifetime (called litetune reserse days) and unlimited home health visits if they require a

home health sersice. 4

Medicare requires beneficiaries to pay part ol the cost of services covered by Part A,

although most of the cosrsharing is imposed toward the end of the benefit period. During

ich spell of illness. beneficiaries must pay a deductible amount ($260 for 1982) that

approximate, the national aserage cost of one day of hospital care. There is no cost-

hating. tor dass 2 through 60. Coinsurance is charged for days 61 through 90 of each spell

ian amount equal. to 25 percent of the deductiWe or $65 a day in 1982);and for

htenme reserse dass (50 percent of the deductible). Coinsurance equal to one-eiglfth of

the ho,pital deductible per day is diarged for days 21 through I()0 of skilled nursing

haring is ako required of bent:Imams under Part B of Medicare. Each year a

henetkiars must meet a Part B dcdbcoble, set at S75 for 1982. Thereafter, Medicare*

N:irnhur-e, the beneficiary for 80 percent ol what it determines to be reasonable charges

ot pP sn.ran and other suppliers of sers Ice,, The beneficiary pays the remaining 20

per,ent ot the reasonable k:harges and, about half of the time, must pay the additional

aini aims charged by physicians that Medicare does not consider to be reasonable. Benefits

p,nd under both Pails A and B of Medicare represent 44 percent of total personal health

ire epetidnure.. tIr thudded) 9
-70 percent ot Medicale spending for the elderly is for inpatient hospital care,

per,,ent tor puo-iclin \er.ices, 2 5 percent tor home health care, did 1.5 percent for

A
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Medkare program costs have risen at an average annual rate of 18.8 percent since
192. By comparison, medkal care prices in general rose 8.5 percent a year over the same
period. In fiscal year 1982, Medicare costs will increase to more than $47 billion, double
what they were in 1978. This dramatic rise in costs is due to both price and utilization
increases, along with growth in the beneficiary population. In fiscal year 1982, Medicare
will pay part of the health care bills of more than 17 million elderly beneficiaries, at an
overall average cost of $1,696 per beneficiary.

Table 2 presents trends in Medicare total disbursements and expenditures per enrollee
for selected years since 1967. In light of these trends, it is not surprising that public
officials have expressed concern about the continued financial viability of the trust funds
that pay the Hospital Insurance and Supplemental Medical Insurance expenses for
Medicare beneficiaries. In March, 1982, the trustees of the Federal Hospital Insuranix
Trust Fund reported to Congress that expenditures from the trust fund could exceed
revenues as early as 1986, aud that even under the most optimistic assumptions the fund
would be depleted in 1991.

rABLL 2. Total disbursements from the Medicare-1111st funds and
disbursements per beneficiary for selected years,

1967-1982

1 otal disbursenhlits ,Mean disbursement
(billions) per beneficiary*

1972

19
+21proks ted )

soUrse 1981 Annual Reports ot the Boards of
Trustees ot the Federal Hospital Insuranse
and 'supplementary Medical Insurance I rust
Funds, U.S. 1.3osernment Pnuting Offke,
July 8. 1981

$ 4 46 $ 251

$ 8.61 S 429

$21.62 S 869

$47 75 $1,696

'Pertains o pi y to enrollees in thc Suppkmental Medical
Insura se Program slightly kss than the number
enrolled in the Health Insurance program.

Medicaid

Medicaid is a joint Federal and State program, administered by the States, that finances
health services primarily for individuals who are eligible to participate in the Federally-
supported welfare programs. Aid to Families with Dependent Children and Supplemental
Security Income (SSI) for the aged, blind, and disabled. In addition, States may provide
Medkaid to medically needy persons whose incomes are too high for the cash assistance
programs but who would otherwise be eligible, and whose incomes are not high enough
to pay for their medical care. Thirty States and four territories have programs for the
medically needy.

Medicaid was enacted along with Medkare in 1965, and States first began to participate
the following year. It was not until 1970, though, that the vast majority of States had
joined the program. All States except Arizona now have Medicaid programs.

Certain bask sers ices must be provided under any State Medicaid program: hospital
services, physkian services, laboratory and x-ray services, SNI7 cervices for persons at least
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age 21, home health sers ices, family planning, rural health clinic services, and health

assessment serviLes for children. States also may provide any of a variety of additional

serv ices that qualify for Federal matching funds. All States have chosen to cover

intermediate care tacility (1CF) sers ices. There is great variation in State income

eligibility standards, provider reimbursement levels and methods, and in the amount,

duration, and scope of benefits.
Medicaid operates as a vendor payment program. Payments are made directly to

prov iders, who must accept the Medicairpaytnent as payment in full. For nursing home

care, indiv !duals are required to contribute any ome they have above the eligibility

standard to help pay for the care. States may require medically needy beneficiaries to

share in the cost of services provided to them. Forty-six State Medicaid programs have

agreements with Medicare to pay the Part 13 premium on behalf of beneficiaries eligible

for both programs.
Medicaid is financed jointly with State and Federal funds. Federal contributions vary

with the States' per capita income levels and currently range from 50 percent to"78

percent of program expenditures. The distribution of Medicaid expenditures across services

is very different from that for Medicare: just 31 percent for inpatient hospital care;

13 percent for physician, clinic, and outpatient department services; 42 percent for

nursing home care; less than 1.5 percent for home health care; and almost 6 percent for

prescription drugs. Medicaid payments account for 14 percent of the health expenditures

of the elderly.
An estimated 23 million persons will reeeive Medicaid benefits in fiscal year 1982 at a

Federal and State cost of more than $32 billion (the Federal share will be $17.8 billion).

Medicaid expenditures have risen rapidly over the phst 7 years at an average annual

rate of almost 15 percent (1975-1982). Elderly beneficiaries, who reriresent only 15 percent

of Medicaid recipients, account for over 37 percent of Medicaid spending.

Private Coverage and Out-of-Pocket Payments

Private insurance covers just 7 percent of health care expenses of the elderly,

proportionately less than half of what it covered 16 years ago. More than half (about

55 percent) of the elderly purchase private insurance to suyplement Medicare coverage.

In 1977, approximately 12.2 million elderly Medicare beneficiaries purchased an average

of 1.7 health insurance policies each, paying premiums that averaged $318 per year per

beneficiary. For that year, the elderly spent a total of $3.8 billion on coverage supplemental

to Medicare.
The private health insurance coverage the elderly have purchased to supplement Medicare

has frequently been duplicative, expensive, and has not provided adequate protection

against extraordinary expenses. Congress recently amended the Medicare statute to encourage

States to adopt minimum standards for private health insurance policies specifically

designed to supplement or fill in Medicare coverage (these are sometimes called "Medigap"

policies). The standards for coverage, marketing, and premium-payout ratios for such

policies are based upon those developed by the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners. The law also pros ides for a voluntary Federal certification program to be

implemented in States that fail to adopt adequate standards; the program is to begin on

July I. 1982. At the present time it is expected that the voluntary certification program

will not apply in 45 States and jurisdictions because their Medigap programs meet

Federal standards. Thus the Federal voluntary certification program will operate in only

10 States and jurisdictions.
The Medigap statute also provides new protections for Medicare beneficiaries by

establishing Federal criminal penalties for certain fraudulent and abusive practices in
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the marketing and sale of supplemental insurance policies. In addition, the Department of
Health and Human Services and each of the States will continue their information and
education efforts to teach Medicare beneficiaries about private supplemental health
insurance.

Despite the as ailability of Medicare, Medicaid, and pris ate insurance, the elderly still
pay about 29 percent of their health care eipenses directly out of pocket)0 This is,
however, a substantial reduction from the mid-1960s, when, as described in the next
section, the elderly paid for more than half of their health care in this way.

IMPROVEMENTS IN
ACCESS AND HEALTH STATUS

The Medicare and Medicaid programs have had a significant impact on the availability
and affordability of health care services for the elderly. Before 1965, substantial segments
of the population faced serious financial barriers to obtaining medical care. Only 50
percent of the elderly had any form of health insurance) I Under Medicare, almost all of
the elderly are covered for huspital and physician services. In addition, Medicaid provides
insurance coverage to over 20 million of the Nation's low-income population, including
3.4 million of the poorest elderly citizens. As Table 3 indicates, public health care programs

.finance almost two-thirds of the costs of medical care incurred by the elderly. This is in
sharp contrast to 1965, when public programs financed only 30 percent of the elderly's
health care expenses.

T BLI 3. Personal health expenditures ot the elderly population
(age 65 and over)

qt,

Ver.:gate amount
(in billion.)

S 8 9

Per capita
amount

Percent public
programs

472

11 `o S I 7. A S 854 61

1'076 537 7 51.624

568.4 52.640 64

Prehminars 1980 data Pros ided tl,s the Health Care
linaming Adnum.tration

Source. C harles R. Fisher, "Differences by Age uroups
m Health Care Spending," Health Care
Financing keyiess. Vol. 1, No. 4, Spring 1980.

Access to MedicaPCare

Public health care financing programs have led to marked improvement in the availability
and accessibility of quality medical care)2 Since 1964, access to and utilization of
medical care services have increased most significantly among the low-income elderly
population." For example, hospitalization rates among the elderly have risen dramatically.
The average number of days of hospitalization per year for persons over age 65 increased
more than 20 percent between 1965 and 1975. This increase in hospitalization was also
significantly higher for the poor elderly (47 percent) than for the nonpoor elderly (18
percent).
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Also, there is greater equity in access to ambulatory medical care. In 1964, only 72

percent of the low-mcome elderly, in contrast with 82 percent of the higher-income
elderly, had visited a physician within the prior 2 years. By 1979, parity was achieved

with 86 percent of both groups having visited a physician. Similarly, the differential in

annual rates ol physician visits for low-income and higher-income elderly persons has been

almost eliminated.
These notable achievements in facilitating access to medical care and promoting equity

are dramatically reflected in the fivefold rise in per capita expenditures for health care
very ices to the elderly, increasing from $472 per elderly person in 1965 to $2,640 in 1980.

As utilization, medical care costs, and per capita spending escalate, there is growing

debate about the value of these increases.
Certainly, medical care is important when one is ill and valuable even if it only alleviates

pain. However, medical treatment does not always provide a cure. Table 4 illustrates
the limns of medical intervention. Almost 21 percent of Medicare dollars in 1976 were

spent tor less than 8 percent of the elderly during their last year of life. In some instances,
medical care can only provide temporary relief from suffering and does not offer a cure or
prolong life, despite vast expenditures for the most sophisticated therapies.

\ ge grouP

..wes fr nd oser

65 64

"-74

so-sa

85 and oser

TABU 4. Distribution of Medicare expenditures for
persons rho died in 1976

Percent of Medicare
recipients who died

in 1976

7,9

4,11

5.8

8 11

11 8

19.8

Percent of total
Medicare dollars for
each age group spent

for recipients who died

20.7

15.3

18.5

10.3

24.9

32.1

sufiNe t harks R. fisher, "Intlerenses bls Age Groups in Ilealth ( are Spending,"Ilealth Care 1 inancing Reviess. Vol I,

\o 4. Sprine 19811 ,

Improvements in Health Status

The precise relationship between the use of medical care servicessophisticated technology,
drugs, radiologic treatmentsand health status is very complex and somewhat uncertain.

A v ariety of factors influence health statusnot only timely and appropriate use of the
medical care system, but also greater acceptance of individual responsibility for lifestyle

behaviors affecting health status. Recently, we have begun to recognize the critical role

that lifestyle plays in promoting health and preventing disease. (For a more extensive

discussion of the role of prevention see the last section of this chapter.)
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The Challenge for the '80s

The demographic shift toward an older and relatively healthier population requires a
reevaluation of health care delivery requirements. We must carefully target health and
social welfare resources to meet the sailed needs of an aging population. The realization
of improved health status, as signaled by longer life expectancy for adults, has significant
implications for the health care financing and delivery systems. Improvements in science's
ability to identify hcalth problems and develop solutions, whether therapeutic or behavioral,
present a -hallenge for the Nation to apply medical care resources efficiently and to
promote healthful lifestyles more effectively.

The Rapid Rise of Health Care Costs and the Reasons Behind It

The advent of the 1980s has witnessed no relief from the inflation in health care
expenditures that has troubled health policy makers since the late 1960s. Although the
health system has made many gains, inflation continues to be a serious problem and is

now threatening to force major reductions that could reverse some of those gains. As
discussed later, it is ironic that many of the successes of our health system are also
contributors to the inflation problem.

r he terms cost and inflation carry special meanings in the health system. In the broadest
sense, cost refers to amounts that are spent, either by public or private health insurers or
individuals out-of-pocket, for a hyalth care "market basket" whose contents change over
time. Thus inflation refers not only to increases in prices for a constant set of services, but
also to increases in the complexity of services and the frequency with which they are used
by consumers. In part, because use and complexity have increased as well as prices, inflation
in health care costs has substantially exceeded that of most other sectors of the economy
for decades.

TABU. 5. National health expenditures a In SAM Of
Gross National Product for selected years,

1965 to 1990

N car
lotal evenditures

(billions)
Percent
public * Percent of GNI'

1965 '5 42.0 26.l 6.2

j970 $ 74.9 37.I 7,6

1975 $132,1 42,6 8.6

.1979 $212.2 43 1 9,3

!toss + $462.2 44.7 10.5

1990 + $821.0 46.4

Inslodcs I cdcral. Stat._ and loal ,,,,ssznutent expenditures. Soutt.cs. Mark S. It-Maud and Carol Ellen Schendkr,
+ Projected "National Health Expenditures: Short-Term

Outlook and Long-Ternt Projections,"
licaltlICIrc Financing tevictL, Vol. 2, No. 3
(Winter 1981), Table 4, p. 105; and NatMnal
Indkators System. Report No. /: Economics
of Health Care. National Center for Health
Statistics, October 1981.
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I he trend in national health expenditures, and future projections if effective remedial

measures are not undertaken, is truly alarming. As illustrated in Table 5, national health
expenditures were $42.0 billion in 1965. had reached $212.2 billion by 1979, and are

projected to increase to 582L0 billion by, 1990.14 The share of Gross National Product
des oted to health care was 6.2 percent in 1965 and had exceeded 9 percent by 1979.

Protections indicate that this share will increase continuously throughout the 1980s. 1-5

!able h presents distributions of the major components of health sersice expenditures and
their trends since 1965. Hospital sers ices hase consistently consumed the largest share of
the health care dollar, and this share has been growing in rt.cent years from 30 percent

01 the total in 1950 to 40 percent in 1980. Much smaller in size, 1,at growing even faster, a:e
expenditures tot nursing home care (a serske prunarily used by the elderly) from 2 percent

ot the total in 1950 to 8 percent in 1980.16

I

\ 114:AN:Wit me, tIll t`i111011%;

h National health expenditures by type of exPenditure.
19S0-1980, in percent

II.iitli -are e penduure,

19541 19611 1971, 1,4841

X247

IN re vt renditnre
Lt.; total)

Ilospnal ...Ire 311 14 37 411

Prote.monal ,er1.6, 32 12 28 28

Nur,triz home vare ,- ,. 6 8

Drug. 14 14 11

1 ',41,1,..e, and appliatk e 4 3 3

Researdi and evnvatktion 8 6 7

Other ,1*,1.0 iti ct S

1 ,q 1
ill11 PIO 11111

sottie National lAcheator, S's,tent. Report Number 7
Health Leownms, Nanunal Center for Health
Stattstic,, Oaoher 1981.

National health care expenditures are affected by a number of different trends and forces.
The health care system is first affected by general inflation in the economy. The
Congressional Budget Office, for example, reported that when hospital costs rose by an

annual average of 15.0 percent from 1968 to 1978, roughly half of that increase, or 7.7
percent, was due to increases in the prices of the goods and services that hospitals buy.l7

The Department of Health and Human Sers ices estimates that about 55 percent of the
increase in per capita hospital expenditures between 1970 and 1980 was due to general
in ration and,that just over half of the rate of increase in total health care costs is due to the
rate of Increase in the Consumer Price Index. There remains, however, the question of the rest

of the increase and why health care expenditures should be inflating nearly twice as

fast as the rest of the economy.
Part of the answer is that the population is growing by about 0.9 percent per year.

Ben more important, the average age of the population is rising. Because health care

costs are much higher for older people, on the order of two and one-half times as high
for adults oser age 65 than for those under age 65, this trend affects total expenditures.
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tine economist estimated, !losses er, that olils .1b0u1 7 percent ot the increase in per
capita Tending on health care between 1965 and 19'S could be attributed to aging
alone 16 While a grossing and aging population is important, it does not account tot a
great deal of the increase

One important tactor is that health care sers ices are not the same todas as the\ SS Cie
20 or esen irt sears ago Sonic sers ices didn't exist "mil relarisel% recent sciciluth:
bieakthtoughs made them possible. Total hip replacements ssere introduced in the last
decade, cardiac pacemakers are noss used by more than 250.000 people, wmplex open
heart %urgers requiring highly sophisticated equipment has become increasingly common
Os er 70.000 people ssith kidney disease arc able to receisc dialysis sets ices, Esen
toutule hospital WI'S kes !lase changed, there were 3.34 hospital employees pet patient
das in 1950 compared to onls 2.65 in 1970 and 2.24 in 1965.1`) And an increasing
percentage ot hospital beck are equipped tor intensise care

Bass een 19'0 and 1980, expenditures on hospital care per person increased three and a
half times, and about 30 percent of that rise has been attributed to increases in sersice
intensits 20 , ess would argue that these ads ances has e not yielded benetits, for hses has,:
been sased and the quality 01 life has been unprosed for mans people. But thes
has c added ness produas and serskes to the s), stem and has e uhreased the cost and nature

or existing sers ices
There are a grossing number ot doctors in the country, the result of deosions in

the (960., to expand medn.al shools [he number ot phs sicians per 100.000 population
ssas 140 in 1960, grew to 1'4 by 1975, and has been projected to reach oser 240 by 1990.
A greater number 01 physicians is accompanied by higher expenditures.

Sonie economists ,lann that, unlike other market, where losser prices folios\

in supply, when the supply of doctors, or al least of certain specialists, is greater. as eragc
tees are higher. Other economists find the es idence inconclusisc. The dynamics behind all

ot this are not clearly rderstood and are actisely debated Nesertheless, as long as our
cm rent payment sy stem remains unchanged. there is certainly little es idence to suggest
that (lasing more doctors will tosser costs.

Finally. an important factor contributing to the rise in costs is the growth of thud parts
tinancmg for health care sers ices with its tsso primary payment mechanisms
tee tot sers ice for do,tors and tett ospe,use cost-reimbursement for hospitals, Each ot these
elements has had an important ene,A on how costs are perceised in the course of medKal
decisionmaking.

Thud-party payers are organizations or programs that pay medical bills (patients and
doctors are the first and second parties). The payers are commonly insurance companies or ser
%ice plans such as Blue Cross or Blue Shield, but are also goseniment programs such as
Medicare or Medicaid, and can be employers who pay directly for sers ices rendered to
their employees. Recall the example deschhed earlier, while the as erage cost of a hospital
day lose from $15 to $245 between 1950 and 1980, the amount that the patient paid
increased s ery little. After adjusting for inflation, the cost rose from $22 to $99 per
day (in 1967 constant dollars). but the inflation adjusted patient share rose only from
$7 to $9 per day.

In part, this was deliberate. The Medicare and Medicaid programs and preferential
tax treatment for employee health benefits Is ere promoted largely to protect more patients
from more costs. The figures abose show that the strategy ssorked. But in protecting patients.
third party financing also conceals costs. Ii allosss decisions to be made as if cost ss ere
no object, as if a hospital day really cost only 29 percent more in 1980 than in 1950
instead of oser 450 percent more.

The first of the third-party payment mechanisms. retrospectise cost-reimbursement for
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Set.unty Inwinc, Title III of the Older Americans Act, Veterans Administration programs
for disabled veterans and their families, and HUD housing construction and assistance
programs. Table 7 summarizes Federal spending in fiscal year 1978 in the major programs
that support individuals who need long-term care.

According to Table 7, the bulk of Federal dollars in these programs were spent on
basic income support and acute care health needs (hospitals and physicians). Of the dollars
spent specifkally on long-term care services, the lion's share is spent in:Medicaid on
nursing home care. In 1978, Medicaid alone financed approximately 50 percent of the
total national nursing home bill. Private financing accounted for 42 percent of the
remainder. Medicare pays a relatively small amount of the Nation's nursing home bill,
primarily for posthospital recuperative l. are. Both Medicare and Medicaid fund a relatively
small number of home health care an in-home services. The social services block grant
and Title III of the Older Americans Act give States flexibility to spend appropriated
funds on a wide variety of support services ranging from chore services to day care to
respite care to "meals on wheels" and nutritional services.

The relative amounts available for these services are small, however. Most recently,
Section 2176 of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 gives States the flexibility to
apply for waivers to fund a wide variety_of home and community care services under
Medicaid. States ..an supplement Federal Supplemental Security Income payments to provide
medical care-to individuals. Several but not all States do so. The Veterans Administration
provides a wide variety of benefits to yeterans and their families ranging from home and
attendant care allowances to nursing home services. ,

In addition to these major programs, there are a variety of State, local, countY, and
private activities in long-term care. The relative share of total:long-term care expenditures
financed by each is difficult to estimate, al id cost figures are,available only for nursing
home care. However, it is estimated that 60-80 percent of all long-term care needs, other
than nursing home care, are met informally by family an& friends.

Federal reimbursement for Slate vendor oayments to Skilled nursing homes began
under Kerr-Mills in 1960, confirmed under Medicaid which superseded Kerr-Mills in 1965
and was then expanded to Intcimediate Care Facilities in 1972. On the other hand,
Medkare (also enacted in 1965) has ne>er expanded nursing home coverage beyond skilled
nursing facilities. The nursing home and home health benefits in that program have ,

remained primarily posthospital Yac te care benefits.
iExpendituresunder the Social ervices provisions of the Social Security Act (Title IV(a))

were authorized in 1962 but grew slowly ,Intil the late 1960s and early 70s when their
rapid growth forced Congress to cap them at a level of approximately $2.5 billion a year.
Title IV (a) became Title II in 1975 and the long-term care share of the program has run
around $660 to S700 million in recent years. In 1981, it was converted to the Social Services
BloLk Grant, The Older Americans Act, passed in 1965, gave State q.nd area agencies broad
discretion in making expenditures. Like the Social Services Block Grant, only a relatively

,
small proportion is spent on the long-term care needs of elderly citizens.

THE 13ROBLEMS
Fragmentation of the Long-Term Care Delivery Systim

Long-term care requires a wide range of services by the family, community, private
organizations, and government. The service delivery system is highly diversified in both
soures of finanLing and delivery of services. Diversity at the local leyel can be beneficial,
for iL permits local communities to tailor the services to their particular needs. However,
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diversity at the Federal and State levels may lead to unnecessary duplication, administrative
burden, and expense. rhe Department of Health and Human Sen ices alone has 27
programs that pros ide resources for people with long-term needs. This multiplicity of
Federal programs and agencies is mirrored at the State and local level. These various
government pi ograms have different eligibility requirements, benefit coverage regulations,
admmistrative structures, and methods of providing services.

Ihe result is a complicated and confusing system in which individuals and their families
may experience dif ficulty in locating and using the most appropriate services. Moreover,
incentives are created for a doctor or social worker to institutionalize a person rather than

try to piece together the complex array of services from different programs necessary to
permit someone to remain in the community. The 1981 White House Conference delegates

clearly favored greater efforts to decrease institutionalization. ,

Insufficient Alternative Settings and the Mismatch Between Needs and Available Services

1 vidence from some national surveys suggests that there is a substantial group of people
with a wide spectrum of functional limitations who receive appropriate care in a variety of
settings. Rather extensive evidence, however, also nidicates that some people are getting
services in settings that foster dependency when they might be able to receive them in
less resat/Ant: settings, were there not financial and systematic barriers. Estimates of
inappropriate placement based on various criteria range between 10 percent and 40
percen1.34 For eXample, a significant proportion of nursing home clients are functionally
dependent in relatively few areas and do not require the full range of services available on
a 24-hour basis in nuTsing homes. Some could be caredTor oiirstde (if nursing homes
if there were more sea ices available in a greater variety of settings. Services provided within
nursing homes could be better matched to patient needs if reimbursement systems under

Medicare and Medicaid were appropriately reformed.
The choice is not simply between institutional care and in-home services provided in

widely scattered living sites. While providing some services in alternative settings may be

more cosily than the same services provided in nursing homes, it is likely that some
services can be provided cost-effectively to people living in other group settings: apartment
complexes for the elderly, congregate housing, and the like. Further, some services may be
provided in collective settings on an intermittent basi6 to people who usually live in
independent households (e.g., respite care, adult day care).

Inadequate Support for Informal Support Mechanisms and Community Care

Most long-term -care services are provided by families and friends. Research increasingly
points to the important role informal support networks play in preventing premature
institutionalization or reliance on costly formal service systems. Also, recent studies
suggest that the success of formal home-based services depends on the availability and
willingness of friends and family to provideadditional services.

Current Federal policies do not explicitly acknowledge the contribution ,of the informal
support system and often work against it. Assets and income policies in Medicaid and SSI
do riot reflect a consistent vi& of the role that siiouse and family can and should play.

In part, the reluctance to expand 'Federal support of community based services is due
to a fear that such formal programs will substitute for informal programs and hence

add immeasurably to the public burden. However, far too little attention has been given
to the current incentives for substituting formal institutional care for informal care.
Public programs will pay for all living and personal care services in a nursing home, but
there is little public subsidy of services in private homes that might enhance the ability
of family and friends to meet the bulk of care needs.
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Medicaid encom ages institutional care for several reasons. First, until the recent
enactment ot home and community care waivers, Medicaid permitted States to allow
individuals with higher incomes to become eligible in the institutional setting but not at
home. Second, States often fail to cover optional in-home services in their programs while
nursing homes are covered in all States. Third, the high cost of nursing home care exhausts
individual assets mole rapidly and makes individuals eligible for Medicaid coverage sooner
under the prov isions of State medically needy programs. Fourth, Medicaid will pay for
basic hung expenses such as room and board only in nursing homes, giving low-income
individuals fmanual incentives to be in nursing homes where these costs are covered.

The Co;ts of Long-Term Care

The costs of long-term care services have been increasing.more rapidly than health care
costs in general. For example, the costs for.nursing home care are estimated at $17.8
billion in 1979, an increase of 76.2 percent over 1976 compared to a general medical inflation
rate of 422 percent over the same period. Costs for personal care services and related
long-term care services are also increasing rapidly.

Rapid inflation in the long-term care sector creates several specific problems, the most
obvious of which is that rapidly increasing costs increase the rates at which individuals
exhaust private resources. This hastens the day they must seek public assistance.

Because of rapidly escalating costs it is difficult for people to plan for a secure retirement
given the possibility of large potential costs for nursing home care or for personal care
services. Available data indicate that although nursing home care costs per resident were
approrimately $8,000 in 1975, average per capita income for those over 65 was only
$5,349. Vvhile the majority of nursing home patients initially use private funds, a substantial
proportion convert to public sources of payment after exhausting personal resources.
Private resources are, on average, depleted within the first year of entering a nursing home.

The long-term care component of Medicaid spending is a particularly important policy
consideration. In 1980, across all the States some percent of beneficiaries using long-
term care accounted for a full 47 percent of total Medicaid expenditures.

The Agenda For The'`80s

In order to deal with the above problems, a cooperative effort between the Federal
Departments, the Congress, all levels of governmeni, and the private sector is necessary.
A wide variety of private sector activities are already underway. These include the
development of continuing care communities, reverse annuity mortgages, prhate long-term
care instdance, and increased employer provision of disability benefits. There are also
proposals for the construction of alternative housing, increased community use of volunteers,
and the expansion of hospitals and nursing homes outward along the care continuum into
community-based services.

Government can act through a 'variety of tax incentives, loan guarantees, and other
mechanisms to support private activities that will ensure adequate alternatives to
institutional placement and increase the range of choicei available to individuals.'A variety
of mechanisms, including tax credits for the care of dependent family members, vouchers,
anddirect payments to family members deserve exploration. If private sector provision
and individual savings for long-term care needs are maximized, the residual public sector
burden can be minimized and scarce public resources can be concentrated on those who
are poor or who have no family left to help provide care.

Public policy needs first to identify and then target limited resources to those who,
without additional help, would enter institutions laigely at public expense. In addition,
emphasis needs to be placed on biomedical research and preventive approaches aim
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can help antehoi ate the proiections ot t uture long-term care needs. It has been estimated,

tor eample, that a cure tor senile dementia could reduce the future need for nursing home

beds by as much as 50 percent.35 However, increased emphasis on upgrading physicians'
knowledge ot geriatrics and increasing the access of the elderly to skilled professionals
trained in gerontology can help reduce rates of decline among the elderly and raise the
average age of institutionalization. Finally, the delivery system for long-term care services_

needs w be rationalized so it can operate in a manner that ensures maximum continuity
ot care and mavimum et ticiency in the provision of services, and encourages providers,

consumers, and government to play their appropriate,roles.

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND
HEALTH PROMOTION
in.estments in disease prevention and health promotion are among the most effective
and diluent that could be made to improve the Nation's health. Indeed, the concept has
been a cornerstone of classic public health activities, and the success of these traditional
forms ot public health has been dramatie.

At the turn of the century, diseases such as tuberculosis, rheumatic fever, smallpox,
diphtheria, and tetanus were among the primary causes of death. Eight decades later,
none of these infectious diseases is any longer a major cause of death and disability in the
United States.36 Examples of public health efforts that were instrumental in virtually
eliminating infectious diseases as the major source of death and disability in this Nation

include pasteurization of milk to interrupt the spread of tuberculosis, infrastructure
development, including public water and sewer facilities; and more recently, fluoridation
of many public water supplies and immunization against preventable diseases.

As a result ot the success of interventions to halt infectious diseases, the health ploblem

eurrently faced by the Nation is chronic disease.

Arteriosclerosis . .. arthritis, adult-onset diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (including emphysema), cancer, and cirrhosis represent the overwhelming majority
of our health problems. They are widespread conditions that originate in early life and

des clop insidiously, the probability of their occurrence increases with age . .. Generally,
they develop slowly and asymptomatically below a clinical threshold, at which [point]
the process becomes clinically es ident, progresses, and often culminates in death or

disability.37

As much as 80 percent of deaths currently are the result of chronic illness and disease; the
eflect on disability may be even more substantial.38 Public health practices that have
worked for controLof infectious disease too often may be inappropriate for or irrelevant

w the problem of chronic disease.
In analyzing current disease prevention and health promotion alternatives it is useful to

separate alternatives within the so-called medical model from those that arc essentially
within the individual's control, having to do with lifestyle.

Disease Prevention,

Prevention activities are a long-term investment. One way to value disease prevention and

health promotion is the willingness of people to pay for it. When an individual chooses

to make an investment in his own health future, and pays the costs himself, the decision
regarding cost-effectiveness is the purchaser's alone. When others are asked to pay, they

are entitled to ask whether the benefits to them outweigh the costs. One reason why so few
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third pat ts insureis pay foi preventive services is that many of the benefits primarily cost
savings that may eventually accrue are long-term, while the costs are immediate or
short-run. Because there are likely to be changes in the beneficiary's employment, carrier,
or coverage over time, the results of today's prevention expenditure do not often benefit
today's private third party payer.

The Surgeon General defines disease prevention as beginning with a threat to health.19
It seeks to protect as many people as possible from the harmful consequences of that
threat. Disease prevention, then, consists of a minimum set of activities within the medical
model, differentiated primarily by age and sex, whose efficacy is generally accepted within
the medical profession.°

That there IS substantial popular interest in and desire for medically oriented prevention
is demonstrated by the 1975 National Ambulatory Care Survey. The survey _found that
the most frequent reason for patient visits to internists accounting for 3.5 million visits
that year was for well-patient physical exams. However, there may be a substantial
gap between that popular interest and the demonstrated efficacy of certain medical
prevention-oriented screening services, especially for the elderly. For example:

An in depth review of the medical evidence for seeking 78 different medical conditions
during a periodic health examination . . . concluded the evidence was so poor for
360'u of the conditions that decisions could not be made scientifically. For only 210,-'o of
condition.s (mostiv_miggious diseases) was the treatment or prevention supported by
evidence from well-conducted, randomized, controlled trials.4'

Another example examined not only efficacy but also cost-effectiveness. In the now classic
Kinser Permanente study one of few methodologically excellent Lost-benefit examinations
of prevention only for men aged 45 54 did the preventive Multiphasic Health Checkup
show a net cost say ings.42 The study showed no savings for women or other age groups
of men.

Clearly, childhood and many adult.immunizations have a significant positive benefit-
to-cost ratio. Death from influenza is 10 times more likely for those over 75 than for the
population aged 55 to 64. Those suffering from various chronic illnesses and diseases arc at
an even higher risk from influenza. Similarly, the death rate from pneumococcal pneumonia
is 10 times higher for those over 75 than for the general population; it is more than twice
as high for those aged 65 to 74. The medical efficacy of vaccinations for these diseases is
established, continuing research can be expected to improve their cost-effectiveness.

Recent work by the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment indicates positive
benefit, cost ratios for Pap smears. Mammography and other forms of breast examination
ale medically efficacious for women in in..1 to late life. Carefully targeted hypertension
screening and control also seem to be cost-effective, as is fluoridation.°

Scientifically acceptable documentation of the efficacy, let alone cost-effectiveness, for
many other medical prevention interventions, however, is.still not Available. Rather,
evidence is accumulating that actions outside of the medical model of prevention but
within the indisidual's control may determine whether or when various chronic diseases occur.

Chronic diseases are approached most effectively with a strategy of 'postponement'
rather than cure. If the rate of progression [of chronic diseases) is . . . sufficiently
postponed, the symptomatic threshold may not be crossed during a lifetime, and the
disease is 'prevented'.

Some chronic illnesses definitely can be postponed, elimination of cigarette smoking
greatly delays the date of onset of emphysema and reduces the probability of lung
cancer . . . In other illnesses, circumstantial evidence of similar effects of postponement
is strong but proof is difficult. that arteriosclerosis is retarded by weight reduction or
exercise is suggested by associative data but has not yet been proved.44
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lieulth Promotion

The Surgeon General's Report defines health promotion as beginning with persons who are

basically healthy and seeking to develop measures that can help them initiate and support

behav lots that maintain and enhance their well-being.45 The goal of health promotion,

then, is to induce mildly !duals (and society) to do what is in their own illness-preventing

best interest,
the focus here is lifestyle modification. Study has indicated that making appropriate

changes in personal behavior or lifestyle with regard to drinking and smoking, diet, sleep

and exercise, wearing automobile seat belts, and observing speed laws can extend life

by as much as 11 years over those who practice undesirable behaviors in these areas.46

As with prevention, so too in too many promotion areas,our knowledge of what works,
tor whom, and why, is woefully inadequate. This is particularly true with regard to how

to inu, appropriate individual behavior, such as smoking cessthion. However, there is

substantial suggestive ev idence that people, on av erage, will act to change their behavior

as the ev idence of ill effects becomes increasingly better known. Some examples:

Item een 1964 and 1975, there was a 26 percent reduction in the number of males who

smoke, and an 8 percent reduction among women; the result has been a 22 percent

reduction in per capita consumption of tobacco.

Uor the period 1963-1975, per capita consumption of fluid milk and cream fell 20

percent, butter 32 percent, and eggs 13 percent. The percentage of the population
with high,cholesierol was also significantly reduced: for males aged 45-54 down 6

percent, aged 55-64 down 14 percent; for females aged 45-54 down 13 percent, aged

55-64 down 29 percent.

Untreated hypertensives in the Nation fell 10 percent over the 1962-1974 period.

These factors have all been components in the decline in U.S. deaths due to heart disease,

which fell by 22 percent between 1968 and 1977. On the other hand, some 80 percent of

Americans do not use seatbelts despite their simplicity, constant availability, and proven

effectiveness in reducing morbidity and mortality.47i
These observations collectively indicate three things. First, individuals have a broad

interest in maintaining health. Second, and closely related, at least some forms of disease

prevention and health promotion efforts apparently have the power to change behavior.
Third, they indicate that additional research needs to be done, not only to determine what

disease prevention and health promotion activities work and are cost-effective, but also

how to bring that knowledge in an effective way to the public as well as providers of

health care.
The Surgeon General's Report quotes a 1976 analysis of the 10 leading causes of death

that indicated that at least 50 percent of mortality was likely due to unhealthy behavior or
hiestyle. Twenty percent %vas due to environmental factors, 20 percent to human biological

factors such as genetics, and only 10 percent was due to inadequacies in medical care.48

Even when taken only as indicating orders of magnitude, these figures suggest that major

future improvements in the health status of the population are most likely to be made

through prevention of disease and promotion of good health, not through acute care and

treatment.

What Is Possible For The Elderly ?

As the prior examples; and dicussion indicate, health prcmotion's usual messages need to

be understobd, accepted, and acted upon as early as possible during an individual's life. On
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mg:rage, most ,luonk diseases L.an only be sikt.essfully as oided or, at least, Maxlmalb
delayed if preventive pratAkes and lifestyle modifkations are follow ed ov er the long ter
Nevertheless, while good data on health consequences are ladong, such behas ioral
t.hanges as smoking cessation, proper exercise and nutrition, weight control, proper lest,
and 113e of seat belts can still prove m,eful to health whenever they are adopted.

Bey ond these activities, howes er, several other measures seem particularly useful with
regard to quality of life for the elderly.. An iikreasing literature, deriv ed from the realms
of both health and soual %cry ices, suggests the need and desirability of suppoi t against
sodal isolation and loneliness. Prevention indudes met.hanisms as dis erse as the extended
family and the availability of appropriate reLreational and wngregate meeting faulities
for the elderly ,49 the latter within the pros enanw of voluntary or service organizations,
lowl goy ernmental bodies, and even home health or nursing fadlities that serve the aged.

Because the elderly receive frequent medications to meet their chronic and acute
medical needs, providers should know what other drugs are being used, should consider
the ads erse effects of drug-drug interaLtions, and should examine the ntkessity for eadi
additional premiption being L.ontemplated and the desirability of making the patient a
more ins olved and understanding drug consumer.

mall), the goal of improv ing quality of life part kularly mcreases the importance of
those health care detection and screening efforts designed to uncover

. . still minor disabilities which, if left midi-. osed and untreated, can lead to
S morklab
and treatment include glanwma, hypertension, sonic ty pes of anemia, depression,
hearing disorders, diabetes, some cancers, and over-medication."

RECOMMENDATIONS
in light of these analay Nes, we make the following rewmmendations on awte medkal wre
finandng and organization, long term t.are, and prey entive medkine and health promotion.

Financing and Organization for Acute Medical Care

A Lontinued examination of health t.are and sooal sers ke delivery systems is desirable to
produw a better organized and integrated approaa to meeting the needs of the elderly
more efficiently.

Traditional h alth and mental health agendes should be enwuraged to collowte their
seri, kes withil a senior L.enter, thereby maximizing the at.Less of that sem% ke to older persons
and fulfilling t ie mandate to reaa older persons. Also, senior otizens are thereby enabled
to share as volunteers in planning, promoting and Larry mg out sikh health programs and
goals as health dietk-ups, maintenanw of w ellness, and helping other senior otizens with
Meals on Wheels, fellowship, and friendship.

The Department of Health and Human Servkes should ins estigate methods of modify ing
provider reimbursement under Medkare in order to alleviate inflationary pressures on the
Mediwre trust funds. The Department should determine the effeos of departing from
retrospeLtive wst-based reimbursement and should identify substitute methods that may
produce incentives for gi eater efficiency.

Publk programs should be reformed to give benefkiaries and prov iders iikentiv es to use
lower Lost settings where feasible and consistent with preserv ing the quality of care.
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expansion of government programs over theyast 20 years, problems developed as well.

Hundreds of individual categorical rrograms were developed, each with a different laudible

goal and each with its own rules, deadlines, and priorities. Because of the confusion, local

administrators and State governors alike have called for simplifying the rules and collapsing

the categories.

Because of the rigidity of national categorical programs, their size and complexity, and their

failure to target resources to those who really need them, waste and inefficiency are chronic

problems: ineligible people are served, services are duplicated, and some percentage of funds

is siphoned off at oery level to support bureaucracy.

THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT
American tradition supports the idea that the primary responsibility for an individual's

welfare rests with the indis idual and his family. When the family is unavailable or incapable of

rneenng the problem adequately it is appropriate to turn to the neighborhood, community.

church, private sector, or government for help.
Government arises from the need to band together to do some tasks collectively that cannot

be done bv individuals or families. It has always been appropriate for government to play a

role when the scope of a problem is Wch that individuals, families, neighborhoods,
commumnes, or private organizations cannot cope with it. But it is inappropriate fc.r

government to arrogate roles that would be more efficiently and sensitively handled without its

intervention.
Four questions should always be asked when trying to determine whether a problem requires

a government program for its solution: Is it an appropriate area for government? Can

gotetrunent do the job most efficiently? Can we afford the government program? What are

the possible adverse side effects of the program?

Appropriarenos, Most Amerieans probably w oald agree that government should not do

any thing that people can do for themselves. When it comes to particular cases, however,

much disagreement arises about Whether people are managing by themselves, or whether the

existence or continuation of a'problem means that people cannot handle it and government
intervention is needed. This is a philosophical argument that stubbornly refuses settlement

It is sufficient for our purposes to recognize that all agree that government solutions are

appropriate when there is evidence that people can't handle 3 problem themselves, though

they may disagree on what and how much evidence is needed to know when this threshold

has been reached

L I rcrenct Although Lege industrie, and organizations often can prov mdc economies ot

operation- because ol their .,ze. tin \ is usually not true al go: ernment programs with their

1,-eions ot administrators. planner". cv aluators, and auditor. When it come:, to pro: iding tor the

unique meds uf a trail elderly per -on or the transportation needs of an elder4 couple, a

di.dieated tamily or 5aring neighbor. if as ailable. is !rimy nesihk, stwAtv.c. and vtlh:ienr

(ha, oen the beq-dc,IvuLd gas ernmon program
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Affordability. Just as individuals, families, business, and organizations make daily
decisions on what activities are affordable, so must taxpayers and their elected
representatives at all levels of government. But funding high priority programs often
requires reducing funding for those that are of lower priority. The best way to reduce the
number of programs that are competing for limited resources is to use nongovernmental
solutions whenever possible.

Unanticipated or unwanted side effects. Just as overrelianceon a cane or crutch can slow
the healing of an injured limb, the txistence of a government program can encourage
dependence and overreliance on that program. Some have argued that the existence of
Social Security has discouraged saving by making people less concerned about their
retirement needs) It.has also been argued that extending Medicare and Medicaid to pay
families who care for elderly parents at home may result in a tremendous fiscal outflow to
pay those families for what they are doing anyway, without substantially increasing the
number.of families who care for their elderly at home or reducing the number of persons in
institutions.2

THE ROLE OF THE INDIVIDUAL

The choices individuals make are the most important factors in determining what kind of
old age they will have. Most elderly persons who are independent took steps to prepare
themselves for old age and preserved their health when they were younger, although it is true
that not all old people who need help failed to take such steps, since chance, discrimination,
the economy, or simple basi luck can wreck any carefully prepared plan. Nevertheless, k would
take an inordinate amount of good luck to override the effects of a lifet;me of poor health
habits or financial imprudence.

Old age is a payoff stage of life, when decisions made and patterns adopted earlier begin to
produce div idends or exact their price. Poor health habits that for many years seemed to be
without cost can now show their cost in the form of earlier disability and earlier death, while
good health habits can add years to life. L ove given to children throughout their growing years
is, in most cases, amply repaid. Sav ings set aside year after year now will have accumulated to
a significant sum that can be used to supplement pensions and health insurance to make the
retirement years more comfortable and the saver more independent.

It i, always diffkult for people in their twenties and thirties to pattern their lives on the basis
of a future 30 or 40 years away. Still, young people, and anyone else who can, should consider
saving a larger fraction of income as the best possible way to prepare for old age. As pointed
out in Chapter 2, this Ain have the added benefit of improv ing the Nation's future economy
and the Social Security System too by helping to expand our national producti ye capacity.

Ev en actions taken in late middle age or in old age can signifkantly improve life and life
expectancy. For example, some studies indicayi that stopping cigarette smoking can lower the
chance of heart attack in as little as two months.

Individual actions as simple as marking possessions, installing proper locks on doors and
windows, and being careful when on the street can reduce, if not eliminate, a person's chances
of becoming a victim of crime. Educational programs can open pathways to second careers or
help elderly persons keep current with a rapidly changing world.

A number of aew or developing techniques allow older persons to improve their.economic
position through maximum use of assets, tax advantages, and sav ing opportunities. The assets
iepresented by,a mortgage free house can often spell the difference between a precarious and a
comfortable retirement. In the past, the aged were faced with the unhappy choice of remaining
in the residence and foregoing use of these assets, or selling the house and facing capital gains
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taxes and higher living costs elsewhere. Changes in the tax law have alleviated the capital gains

tax problem, and increased experimentation with reverse mortgages and guaranteed annuity

transfers indicates their promise as techniques to unlock another source of regular income in

old age. These programs have developed in a number of different forms, but the underlying

idea is that people remortgage their homes and receive an annuity from investment of the

assets. When the homeowner dies, the mortgagor takes title to the house.

Other changes in the tax code have encouraged savings or have facilitated'retention of

income by providing an opportunity for'ihe elderly to take steps to benefit themselves:

Tax-free saving certificates. After October 1, 1981, $1,000 in earned interest ($2,000 on a
joint return) from a variety of savings certificates can be excluded from income taxes.

Individual retirement accounts. All employees, including those participating in pension

plans, are now allowed to contribute to an IRA. The new maximum amount that can be

deducted by an individual is $2.,000 (up from $1,500) plus an additional $250 for a
nonworking spouse. IF the taxpayer is already in a pension plan, the IRA contribution can

be made to the pension plan to increase the taxpayer's equity.

Estate tax reheffor married couples. Before January 1, 1982, surviving spouses had to pay

estate taxes on 50 percent of the joint.estate of the couple. The tax rates were the same as

those for any other estate on the taxable 50 percent. After January 1, no estate tax will be

owed by a surviving spouse on-dity portiOn of a joint estate.

Exclusion of gain on 1116;s-die ofa residence. Taxpayers 55 or over can sell or exchange their

home and get a once-in-a-lifetime $125,000 exemption of the gain on that: home.

Indexing. Beginicing in 1985, tax brackets will be adjusted for inflation so taxj.ayers can

realize gains,in personal income blased on cost-of-living increases.

Reduced individual income tax rates. Several across the board reductions in tax rates have

recently been legislated, the first being the 1.25 percent reduction in 1981. A 10 percent

reduction is scheduled for 1982, a 19 percent reduction in 1983, and 23 percent in 1984. The

maximum tax rate on any income was reduced from 70 percent to 50 percent effective

October t, 1981.

Credit for the elderly. Under certain conditions, individuals over 65 and those under 65 and

retired under a public retirement system may be able to claim a credit and reduce their tax

liability by as much as $375 (single) or $562.50 (married filing jointly).

6 Additional exemption for age and Nindness. Individuals can always take one exemption for
themselves. If they are over 65 they can take a second exemption, and if they are also blind

they may take a third exemption. The same exemption rules apply for spouses if filing a

joint return.
New Exclusion for mterst and dividend income. At this time, $200 ($400 if married and

filing jointly) of qualifying interest and dividend income can be excluded from the adjusted

gross income calculation.

Nonreporting of income. Under current Federal Tax laws certain income sources need not

be reported. They include Social Security benefits, disability retirement payments and other

benefits paid by the Veterans Administration, dividends on veterans' life insurance, and life

insurance proceeds received because of a person's death.

An important feature of all these tax changes is that government action has provided the

opportunity, but individual initiative is required if the potential benefit is to be realized.

States, localities, and private organizations are also providing potential benefits to older

Americans as the following examples show.

., (
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Tax freezes. The State Legislature in Connecticut, in cooperation with
various city councils, has changed its tax policy to relieve older homeowners of
increased property tax burdens after age 65.

Property tax deferrals. Six States have instituted tax policy changes that allow older
persons to defer tax payments until property is sold and more resources are available.

Homestead exemptions. Forty-one States have changed their tax codes to relieve older
persons of some-tax burden by reducing assessments.

Circuit-breaker taxes. Thirty-fiye States have relieved older pesons of some property tax
burden by reducing payments acpording to income.

House sharing. Many cities have directed their housing departments to institute programs
enabling two or more individuals to share house expenses.

Group living. Non profit organizations in many cities have promoted self-help among the
elderly by enabling groups of them to live together and share expenses as well as find
companionship.

From these examples it is clear that individuals have numerous opportunities to prepare for a
comfortable and secure old age, if they are able to use them.

An additional aid that will develop during the next few years is the increasing value of older
workers to the economy. As discussed earlier in this report, the reduced birth rates of the
1960s and 1970s will produce a labor shortage that will make older workers more attractive to
employers. Incentives for older itiorkers to remain in the work force will increase, and this will
have the double advantage of taking some pressure off the Social Security system and keeping
more people fully integrated in society longer.

Most people in their sixties have no problems of health or competence that require
retirement. And there is no reason to believe, for most people, that passing 65 or 70 brings
infirmity or dependence or heed for extra services. These services should be available foi those
who need them, and they should be delivered fully, promptly,,and efficiently.

THE ROLE OF THE FAMILY

The role of the family is complex and embodies numeroui-caininiiiiti ------ economic, social,
psychological, philosophical, biological, and spiritual none of which alone can fully describe
its functions. In describing the role of the family witir regard to the Aged, it is possible to
catalog roles and responsibilities using the categories of government programs: provide
economic security, serve as caregiver, provide transportation services and so forth. But this
categorization of the help that families can and usually do provide to their older members is
unnecessary. Simply put, families, to the extent that they can, will provide the support thdr
older members need, including financial advice and assistance, transportation, help with chores
or decisionmaking, or whatever other aid a parent or older relative needs.

But the family role becomes even more important when older persons grow less independent
because of insufficient savings or income, illness, or increasing frailty. Families have always
provided this kind of help to their older members. Before the growth of government programs,
families were the major in many cases the only source of help aud support. In earlier
societies, older members stayed with their children, gradually changing their status from leader
to advisor until eventually their health failed and they needed care and assistance. People
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without families often had no one to care for them, at least until the development of poor

farms and charitably supported private institutions.
Federal programs to aid and support the elderly developed after the depression of the 1930s,

a period.of physical and economic dislocation that overwhelmed many families' ability to
provide the kind of assistance to their older members that had beew taken for granted 10 years
earlier. During the next 40 years, a range of government_ programs was developed covering the

same kinds-of services that a family would have provided, virtually alone, in earlier years.
These programs are needed. They provide services for people who.do not have families to

help them. And they provide support when the family',-, economic and emotional resources are
overwhelmed by serious problems. But government programs should be designed and sealed to
reinforce, not replace, family efforts. Caregivers paid by government funds simply cannot
provide the personal service that a loving family can. And government programs can.never be

flexible enough in their rules and regidations to provide the exact service that "older persons
need at different times.

Most important, we as a Nation can not afford to replace family care with government-
funded care. It has been estimated that over 80 percent of the care provided to the elderly is
provided by informal caregivers, usually families, without, pay or reimbursement. Public
policies that would reimburse family members for service to their older members, or would
discourage families from providing such care in favor of more publicly-funded, publicly-

provided care, would add untold billions to the budget.
When the ratio of producers to dependent aged is high, it may make sense to tax everyone to

provide'services centrally to the small number' of elderly who need them. But as the ratio
decreases, the "insurance" aspect of the programs decreases as well; instead of taxing a large

number of producers a small amount each to provide benefits for a small number of recipients,
a smaller number of producers must be.tared-at a high rate to provide government services for
a relatively large dependent population.

A better alternative is to count on families to provide a larger share of the help and support
for the elderly, and to reserve governmental assistance for those who have no family or whose

families lack the necessary resources.

FRIENDS, VOLUNTEERS, AND
PRIVATE NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS

If the growth of government programs,has threatened to replace family responsibility, it has

had an even greater effect on the role of the community, neighborhood, and private voluntary

and charitable organizations. The perception has grown that these are no longer needed, that

government programs are providing everything necessary. Government programs decidedly are

not providing everything necessary. Private efforts not only can provide the same services at

lower cost and without red tape, they arc better at providing some services than the

government.
Transportation is an area where the private sector, State and local governments, and the

Federal government all have roles. Due to economic necessity, privately-owned transportation

systems are increasingly concentrating on their most profitable routes and dropping or
decreasing service on the less profitable ones. The rural elderly in particular are adversely

affected, since rural transportation routes are usually the least profitable.
Public ownership of mass transit has expanded over the past 30 years in both municipal and

regional systems. The public systems have tried to restore the services dropped by the private

companies, but economic problems at these levels of government have prevented them from

doing all they would like. In many urban areas governments have provided excellent dial-a-ride
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services, arid these should be continued and expanded where possible. The Federal Government
has subsidized the development and operation of transit systeths, but its aid has been focused
mainly on high-use systems and routes.

For occasional travel, particularly in rural areas, the best solution will probably continue to
be a friend or neighbor. Churches'and community groups can help organize this approach by
using sign-up sheets and recruiting volunteers to drive one day a week.

Social services is another area in which the role of the nongovernment sector is strong.
Government recognizes that these organizations have flexibility that even well-run and well-
intentioned government bureaucracies do not. Much of the government-funded social service .

activity is in fact performed by the staffs of private social service organizations operating under
contract with the government.

These agencies should be supported not just with tax dollars but by direct contributions of
money and time, tor the more they are forced to rely on government funds the more like
government bureaucracies they will eventually become. Conversely, if they can rely more on an
independent source of income they will be better able to retain their traditional flexibility.

Nongovernmental efforts can also have a large payoff in the area of crime protection.
Programs like Neighborhood Watch extend the capabilities of local police and provide a feeling
of security for older people.

Education, recreation, and cultural activities are important for maintaining physical
condition, mental alertness, and social contact. Education helps older people keep up with a
rapidly changing world. While advances in cable and satellite television systems promise a
broad range of new educational experiences at home, the value of person-to-person discussion
and the need to focus some educational activities on local issues meals that community
discussion groups and other informal education will remain important.

.Recreation and cultural activities are best managed on a local, nongovernmental basis
because personal preference plays such a large role in determining individual participation. A
variety of different activities run by different organizations or informal groups is likely to
please more people than a large program run by government.

Cburches serve the elderly in many ways. In addition to their primary role of providing
organized worship, they sponsor many activities that bring elderly together with their peers as
well as with younger people. Clergymen are often excellent counselors, and other members of
the congregation are often willing to help older members in time of trouble.

Voluntary organizations tend to be extremely sensitive to real needs precisely because they
are voluntary. The decision to volunteer time and money is personal, and the voluntary
agencieS or groups have complete discretion in ohoosing their issues and targets with no
political constraints or bureaucratic regulations. If a voluntary or charitable organization
wastes time or money, or if it focuses on marginal problems, its funds will soon dry up and its
volunteers will drift away. The voluntary sector, whether represented by a national
organization or a single concerned neighbor; can be counted on to operate efficiently and
responsively and to resolve problems that "fall through the cracks", of clumsier, more
constrained government programs.
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THE ROLE OF
THE BUSINESS SECTOR

Although it provides by far the most goods and services Americans receive, our private,

for-profit sector receives surprishigly little attention in considering ways to meet people's

needs, including those of the elderly. We tend to focus on government, though the free

enterprise system in most instances is best capable of performing this function.
The business sector of our system has the advantage of being able to reipond automatically

to our changing demands and preferences. It operates without all the-difficulties inherent

in public programs, such as appropriating the "correct" level of funds, proper targeting,
excessive administrative expense, and conformance to a particular political ideology. Unlike

our public programs, the for-profit sector does not waste funds by providing people with

services they neither want nor need. And for the most part it operates efficiently,

effectively, and with minimal oversight.
It is essential that we do not unnecessarily inhibit the free enterprise system's ability to

provide needed goods and services.
The private sector often has much to offer in areas we generally regard as a purely public

responsibility. An example is crime prevention, a major concern,of Americans, especially

the elderly. In response to this concern, housing projects are now being designed to make it

difficult for a criminal to enter a residence without being seen by a neighbor. Improved

window and door locks are another way the market has responded to the crime problem. Fire

protection has also been vastly improved through the production of easily installed and

inexpensive smoke alarms, which have already saved hundreds of lives.

The free market system provides-the best mechanism to meet many of the needs of the elderly.

As the absolute number of elderly Americans increases and their proportion of the population

grows, the private sector can be counted on to pay increased attention to their needs and interests.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

State and local governments are responsible for more than managing and accounting for ,

Federal funds they receive. They also have the responsibility to make themselves aware of

conditions affecting their older citizens and to exercise leadership so old problems can be

resolved and new opportunities can be created.
School districts should think creatively about ways to serve the middle-aged and the elderly.

The rate of technological change has accelerated to the point that many would benefit from

refresher courses that explain new technology or prepare people for new careers. At a time

when school enrollments are falling and pressures are building to close schools and eliminate

programs, increased attention to career development and continuing education would bring

together a growing need and a resource in good supply.
Transit authorities should be aware that the travel needs and schedules of the elderly often

differ from those of commuters. In some cases, routes, schedules, and fares can be adjusted in

the middle of the day to accommodate elderly riders without substantially raising costs or

affecting the quality of morning and evening commuter service.

Police forces are hard pressed and there is little that can be suggested here to improve their

effectiveness, but we hope they will continue to remind people of the steps they can take as

individuals to deter crime and the steps that communities can takelo make their

neighborhoods safer. Judges and juries should become more aware of the terrible effect of

crime on the elderly-that it not only takes their savings and threatens their lives and health,
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but that fear of crime makes them more isolated, less able to trust others, less willing to travel
the streets alone, less independent. They should consider these addition:d factors when setting
bail or deciding on a sentence. Some States have passed Victim Impact laws, which require
judges or juties before imposing a sentence to read a statement detailing the effect of the crime
on the victim: financial losses, hospital or medical expenses, lingering health problems resulting
from the crime, and psychological effects.

There are many opportunities in the housing area for State and local government leadership.
Lav.vs authorizing and governing reverse mortgage plans, zoning ordinances permitting group
housing or construction of "granny flats," real estate tax reductions or deferrals, all represent
areas in which some States and communities have taken action; changing demographic patterns
and changes in the economy are,making certain policies desirable that only a few years ago
were rejected by most people and most communities. Likewise, some housing and development
goals encouraged by ordinances passed 20 years ago are now seen as inappropriate because of
energy cost increases, inflation, and changing demographics. States and communities should
seriously consider changing some laws that are no longer needed, but they should do so
carefully so as not to throw out needed protections in their search for new flexibility.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Federal support for the elderly is and will continue to be strong. While the elderly
comprise about 12 percent of the total population, they receive approximately 28 percent
of Federal budget outlays. Federal support for the elderly will (average over $7,500 per
individual in fiscal year 1983. This mo;e than doubles Federal spending on elderly programs
in fiscal year 1978. Over the next five years, Federal spending for the elderly will increase

125 percent as fast as overall Federal spending.
The Federal Government will continue to exercise its responsibilities. Several of these

including preserving the Social Security system, encouraging good health habits and
reducing health care costs, and supporting research on issues related to the aging are
discussed in other chapters. The Federal Government will also provide services and
protections to those who truly need help: those who cannot care for themselves, and for
whom family, community, or State assistance is not enough. It will continue to support
the activities sponsored under the Older Americans Act. These programs provide a range
of services often not provided by other programs. And it will support expansion of the
protections afforded in the Age Discrimination in Employment Au through the elimination
of mandatory retirement.

Retirement should be a bilateral agreement between an employee and an employer.
Amendment of the law in this way may 'oe the most significant step of all in achieving Our
avowed goal: to give older Americans maximum freedom of choice and encourage their
continued integration in society, in the workforce, in the business of America, for as
long as possible.
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RECOMMENDATIONS .
Services

t Efforts to target Federal resources on older persons most in need should be expanded.

States and localities should be encouraged to improve access to existing services for older

persons, rather than create separate service delivery mechanisms for the elderly.

The Department of Health and Human Services should continue to work with Federal

Departments, organizations and volJntary groups to assure that appropriate services are

available to elderly persons in need.

States and localities should be encouraged to promote and maintain intergenerational
activities and to integrate the elderly into existing service programs.

public and private agencies serving the aging should be cognizant of the particular needs

of minority populations, including blacks, Hisp 4nics, Asian Pacific Americans, and Native

Americans.

Housing

The Federal Government should work with private sector, State, and local governments to

explore housing options for older persons. This exploration should include analysis of

innovative financing, construction, and living arrangements.

Transportation

Transit authorities should explore ways in which the needs of the elderly can be met such

as mid-day route and fare adjustments without increasing the costs or decreasing the

quality of rush hour service.

i`oluntary

Programs to encourage voluntary service by the elderly should be encouraged by both the

public and private sectors.

Education
Educational programs, under a variety of auspices, should be available to older men and

women and should provide skilled training, job counseling, and job placement, all of which

will enhance their ability to stay in or rejoin the vvork force or to enhance second careers

Crone

Older persons should be encouraged to play an active role in crime prevention-and should

be made aware of the steps they can take to minimize the risk of being victimized,
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Chapter 5

RESEARCH

INTRODUCTION

We Americans have a deep conviction that research will bring us continuing benefits
longer lives, healthier lives, better lives, and better and less expensiye seryices. Our

national commitment to research.has brought remarkable success in all.of these areas,
except.in the control of the costs of !Indical care services.

It is often said that the growth of lonpevity in the United States is due to medical
achievements that have reduced the toll of childhood diseases. New developments.make that
explanation only a Partial one. Statistical studie, hasritie4t. clear that in recent years
longevity improvements for adults have exceeded tfiOse for chIldren.1 In the 50 years from
1900 to 1950 life,expectancy at birth increased by 38.4 percent While life expectancy at age 45
increased by only 11.9 percent.2In the 30 years between 1950 and 1980, however, life
expectancy at birth,increased by only 8.1 percent compared with arr increase of 12.6 percent
for life expectancy,k age 45. Between 1970 and 1980 the age-adjusted death rate declined 37.4
percent for stroke and 19.0 percent for heart disease, our third and rust leading causes of

\ -death re3pectively.3 \
The changing statistics reflect medical advances. Each year, for example 65,000 Americana

find new freedom of mobility as well as freedom from pain by receiving rtificial hip joints.
Pacemakers, coronary bypasses, organ replacement, insulin pumps, and along list of other
recent medical breakthroughs have ghen new life to tens of thousands of adults. Each of these
improvements can be traced directly to research. There is every reason to exinct research
benefits in the future to be as great as those we have rcaped in the past. \

That we can and must continue to progress was assuredly the viewpoint of tic.)th the 1981
and the 1971 White House Conference on Aging. Yet there wer.e important differences in

,emphasis between the two Conferences. ,,
A revieW of the recommendations for research on aging made by the 1971 Conference

provides a useful perspectie. That Conference met when inflation was little more than a word
in the dictionary (except in. the area.of medical care where it was already quite noticeable), the
"energy crisis" was not even dreamed of, and President Johnson's Great Society programs
were well underway. Our confidence in our government's ability to improve our lives through
research was perhaps at its zenith. The 1971 Conference recommended:

1. A Natrona! Instllu(e of Gerontolog.v to support and conduct research and training in the
biomedical and social-behavioral aspects of aging.

2. An Executive Office on Aging with authority.to deelop and %.00rdinate programs for the
aged at all levels of government, inctuding researt.h and demonsuation programs, and to
oversee their translation into action.

1
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3. A major increase in Federal funds for research, research training, and demonstration

,projects in the field of aging, the projects to be funded by no less than 3.5 percent of

general revenues appropriated for programs in the interest of older persons.

4 . Funding pf research, research training, and demonstration projects on aging to be allgcated'

racial and ethnic minority groups in proportion to their numbers in the total population,

with attention to recruitment and training of minority group students to become competent

researchers in gerontology.

5. Recruitment and training of women and representation of women on bodies with

resppnsibility for allocating training and research funds.

6. A clearinghouse to collect and disseminate current research findings in the field of aging to

practitioners in the field and to the general public.

7. Prompt allocation of appropriated Federal research, demonstration and training funds -and

prompt implementation of intramural and extramural programs suppoited those funds.

8. Assured continuation andfunding of Federally-funded demonstration projects that have

proved successful. J

These recommendations of the 1971 Conference focused mainly on the resources necessary

for research hncithe organization of reseatch. Several of .the recommendations have been met.

The National Instkute on Aging was established in 1974, itr budget has.increased-eatlryear,

and its 1983 budget will reach $84 million. The probfems suggested by RicoMmendations 7 and

8 are largely resolved. Recommendations 2 and 3 were not met, and marginal improvements

have been made on 4, 5, and 6.
It is interesting to.note the lack of specific reference to several subjects that were important

to the 1981 delegates: disease/prevention, work opportunity for the elderly, the need for a

continuum of long-term care including in-home care, and-medical care costs. Perhaps these

issues were discussed in 1971 but were not incorporated into the recommendations. Or perhaps

the issues so important to the 1981 delegates were not considered significant in 1971.

It could also be hypothesized that in 1971 there was little sense of fiscal constraint, so no

attention was given ro priorities for research or acknowledgement of the choices that might be

necessary. In 1981 there was definite indication that resources for research were of concern to

the delegates. The recommendations on specific types of research and training to be Tunded far

outnumbered those concerned with research resource development and organization of

research. And while the 1981 Conference recomMended that the-government-match the private

sector's ccmmitment to research, the 1971 recommendation that 3.5 percent of revenues for

\ programs in the interests of older.persons be allocated for research and training had, in 1981,

been reduced to 2 percent.
The 1981 delegates further recommended that, "Funds for research should not be allocated

at the expense of funds to beneficiaries in those programs that are being studied." Thus the

delegates exhibited a very high sense of responsibility to the needs of the elderly, as well as

awareness of the fiscal problems now facing the country and the likelihood that choices among

the recommendations might be required.
Choice among research and training options is a continual issue in the development of

government budgets. Chbices may be based on cost-benefit criteria or on very subjective

impressions or on a combination of both. In considering how to divide funds between

competing research needs, the issuei can become extremely coMplex. Is is not easy to decide

how to allocate between competing research needs: resource developMent versus execution of

research; basic versus applied research; research that extends life versus research that iMproves

its quality; research to reduce government progoni4fpenditures versus research to improve
IV I
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services to the rural or minority,elderly, research with short-term payoffs versus longer range
research; prevention research versus research on cures versus rehabilitation research'. Although
cost7benefit analysis might be the preferred approach, we lack the knowledge to resohe all the
questions that might be faised concerning choices and priorities. Ultimately, consensus about
the allocation of research resources must.ke achieveckthrough interaction between the
Executive arid Legislative branches of government during the budget development process.

TOWARD A RESEARCH
POLICY ON AGING

This national policy for research on aging is based on the following premises:

Federal budgetary restraints will nol significantly retard the rate of research progress.
Federal research dollars for king have increased rapidly in recent years but have slowed for
the past two..However, we can expect continued research productivity. We have the
resources: trained researchers have never been more plentiful; our data bases are more
complete than ever; and rapid advances in computer technology have given us better
information processing zapabilities than we had iq the 1970s. Better use of resources and
better coordination will make our research efforts more effective in the years immedLtely
ahead. Nevertheless, dollar's remain an important requirement for research on aging. Severe
underfunding of any elemene manpower training, information bases, data processing
capability, and new basic and applied research could be very damaging.

Distinct boundaries cannot be drawn between research on aging and other kinds of research.
The sharp decline in death rates from several diseases of adult life is due to research
progress on many fronts, not just in the field of aging. The National Center for Health
Statistics estimates that the total eradication of cancer would increase average lifespan in the
United States by 2.4 years, yet the billion dollars budgeted annually to the National Cancer
Institute is not classified as aging research. Similarly, research on housing for the poor and
on the other social programs usually benefits the aged along with other groups. Our
perspective on the kinds of research that will benefit th, ..:Jerly should not be too narrow.

Laboratory and clinical rese is ch demonstrations, and e4.aluia4ans, as well as studies,
designed to reduce program cu4.3 ate all relevant to oui oldct population. For the purposes

. of this discussion, no distinction is drawn between these acti. !ties.

Other institutions be.sides the Federai Government ace insuhed in research rclated tu aging.
Although most biological and social research related to aging is supported by Federal funds,
other levels of government and the private sector make siznificant contributions and are
important resources,



MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
FOR AGING RESEARCH

Althinigh.a very substantial amount of age-related research is done by the pharmaceutical

industry, most of it is funded by the Federal Government, principally the Department of

Health and Human Services.
Within HHS, the National Institute on Aging leads both in dollar amount and in varietY'of

age-related research activities, but other agencies of the Department are also involved. The

National Institute of Mental Health, for example, funds intramural and extramural research on

mental processes..the Health Care Financing Administration funds research and
demonstration projects relating to Medicare and Medicaid. The Social Securtty Administration,

the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, the Center for Health

Services Research, the National Center for Health Statistics, and all the Institutes of the

National Institutes of Health also fund and conduct research that is relevant to the aged.

Numerous, other Federal agencies and departments, including the Veterans Administration,

have active research programs that study age-related problems. Most of these programs are

relatively small and are often quite specialized, depending on the agency's mission:

NEEDED RESEARCH IN SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC AREAS RELATED TO AGING

Designing a sensible and effective National Policy on Aging requires a great deal of

information. We need to study retirement, the cetired population, and the institutions that

support that population. We need to find the best ways to design programs to serve the diverse

and changing needs of this group. We need information on the number and nature of the

elderly, now and in the future. We need to know how' the institutions that support the elderly

panicularly those that provide retirement income aftect the well-being of the elderly and

the economy as a whole. Specific areas needing research are discussed in this section.

Research on Work Opportunities for the Elderly

The right to work in old age was a major theme of the 1981 Conference. A Conference

Committee recommendation to abolish mandatory retirement and allow the elderly to continue

working if they want to received the strongest support of any recommendation in the post-

Conference survey of delegates. This recommendation is also supported by the President. The

age at retirement was also identified as a critical issue earlier in this report. Chapter 1, dealing

with the economic implications of an aging population, showed that retirement age affects

national productivity and the strength of the Social Security system.
Developing effective policy in this area requires research. Before we can design programs

and policies to structure_workplaces and jobs to accommodate older workers, many questions

have to be answered. For exaMple: What factors produce social competence and personal

satisfaction in later life? What can government and private organizations do to promote

employment for the elderly who want to work? What are the best ways to increase the use of

part-time jobs and flexible or phased retirement for older workers? How do various aspects of

health, impairment, "and disability relate to employment?

To promote work opportunities for the elderly we need better information on the future size

and characteristics of the older population as well as better understanding of the economic and

social factors that influence the decision to retire or continue working, the factors that affect

employers' demand for the labor of older workers, and the effect on worker productivity of

advancing age. All of this behavior may be;substantially influenced by government regulation,
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tax andiransfer policies, and the practices of employers. The cumulative impact of these
influences during individuals' working lives could have major effects on the character of the
retired population, the rest of society, and the, economy.

Finally, we need better information on how retirement income progtams affect the econoly
through their effects on aggregate labor supply. Do the sayings effects of these programs
influence capital formation and.productivity? How will the financial markets and the economy
be affected when the baby boom generation retires and begins to draw down the reserves of
pension funds?

Research on Competition in the Medical-Care Delivery System /
Chapter 3 discussed some of the problems in our health care delivery system and how these

problems are increasing medical care costs. Clearly, changes must be made if the aged are to
be assured affordable medical care.

One way that has been recommended is to stimulate competition in the health *stem. Fast
research haslaid a solid foundation of information on how the health *stem functions and
has suggested the role that competition could play, but greater depth of knowledge may be
needed about how consumers, providers, and insurers would respond to the incentives of a
more competitive health care market.

Research is also needed t6 generate informatioa in the public domain to help the-private
sector improve efficiency in health care financing and deliver>. Current policy relies heavily
the private sector for innovations that enhance efficiency. Rather than attempt to control the
private sector through regulation, current policy is to remove impediments to allow private
sector activities to move freely in desired directions. Information provided by research ..an help
the private sector make informed decisions.

A 1982 report prepared for the National Center for Health jervicq Research identified five
specific research topics relating to competition in the health care systiM. the effects of (1)
greater out-of-pocket payments by consumers, (2) changes in taxation of employer-provided
health benefits, (3) the spread of health maintenance organizations and other alternative
delivery systems, (4) changes in insurance programs, and (5) changes in the nature .and eaent
of regulation in the health system.

Discussion of each-of these topics is beyond the scope of this report, but some general
remarks can be made about the current state and direction of research in these areas. In !omz
cases, very little is known about how certain reforms would change behavior in the market.
For example, little information exists on how novel developments such as business-health
coalitions, preferred provider plans, and company administered "stay well" plans are affecting
health care expenditures. In many eases we know the direction of ,he effect that would he
produced by a certain reform but not its magnitude. An example is the extent to hich less
preferential tax treatment of employer-paid health benefits would deflect the trend to our
more expensive "first-dollar" health insurance.

Despite these uncertainties, it would be incorrect to assume that nothing or very lark is
known about the health care market's likely response to new incentives. In fact, much ot past
health services research is, entirely relevant to 4 'anent health policy ddiberations, and pan of
the task of current research is to synthesize those past findings so they can serve as a
foundation for new research.

Both the private and public sectors hav e roles to play in producing new information on the
prospects for the consequences of a more competitive health system. Even now, some of thc
research budget of the Department of Health and Human Services i devoted to investigating
competition-related Issues, and pan of this activity is to discover information being produced
in the private sector and determine it s. jmplications for des c;opmg competitive reform in health
care financing and delivery .There is much more to be karned in this rapidly changing area.
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Research on Long-Term Care

Long-term care for the elderly invols es principally the fast-growing population age 75 and

over. Although the rate of increase in this population is diminishing (see Table 1), it is

ne%erthekss sufficiently high to alert us to the increasing need for long term care services.

The costs of long-term care have been the fastest growing of any in the health sector and are

projected to have the fastest growth for the remainder of this eentury.4 This growth is due not

only to the increasing size of the aged population but,also to the Kerr-Mills and Medicaid

programs of the 1960s_ Because of the growth of these programs and occasional scandals in the

care provided to elderly nursing home patients, a strong call has been raised for alternatives to

the instirutionalizanon of the disabled elderly .

[be institutioiialiied elder!) person today rends to he a woman who has outlived her husband

Prior to institutionahration she was poor and lived alone She was unable to purchase the services

she needed and had no one at home to provide for her She was admitted to a nursing home from a

hospital Anoth-r person wnti the same medical condition. hut e%itti mom:y or acaregiver, might

neser requne a nursing home. The in t patient would require considerably more assistance to

.P.otd institutionalization than the second

It is widely belleYed that many nursing home patients could be cared for in their own homey

it services eould be provided to them there. This belief was reflected in the post-Conference

survey ot delegates the second and third most favored recommendations that emerged from

the 1981 Conference were expanded home health care and in-home services, and tax incentives

tor tamih cate of elderly ii:latives at home.

Over the past several years the Department ot Health and Human Services has funded a

number of protects throughout the country to allow States to study and develop systems tor

home and eommunny care. The Department and several States (using their oWn -funds) have

also conducted experiments to see if suffkiern care can be pros_ded to the impaired elderly in

their homes A number of home or community Late demonstration studies have also been

carried out, and many are lurrently underway Although few results are yet available, there is

high interest m the home-care alternative (Congress, in Section 2176 of the 1981 Budget

vo-oiciliatmon Act, permitted the States, under certain conditions, to establish home and

cornmun0 care programs as substitutes tor skilled nursing and intermediate care facihnes A

number of States are making use ot this opportunity.
The fatal results ot these efforts are not yet in, but preliminary analysis by Stassen and

1-folahhan shosss mixed results the quality of tile for patients is probably improved hut co,ts

art' prohahli, hiOier The authors st,x'-

how the re:stem. ot Lontrotirtay-v.ide coordinated cars- demofictratforb, day-care programs, and

in-home rs ie programs. %se hase concluded that there is only a binned amount of evidence

that communw.-hased ssrsises substitute for institutional care...! Tlhme is lade (bred evidence

of overall cost i edtisttisns resulting from the use of eommunnv-hased services. In sum,

community -based ,ervices appear to have 3 generally better impact tin MHO-kW than

institutional care V. heftier these improved Outcome, are %olds the costs is a polnrcal r.rr vocial

judgment' ;Yell hevond the \cope of this report

Thesc Audio, are designed to demonstrate that patients who %mild otherwise require

ne.titutionalization can be et lcondy treated in then own homes at less cost if they are

provided .erv ices available m then commumne., 11w most difficult, aspect of these programs 1,,

nik! NCrecffing of candidate patients to accept tor home and commimny care treatment onlY those

who would otherwise require placement m an in.:mutton. Too ofwn m these studies patrons

selected for home car,;, though impaired, would never have sought nursing home care, so the

iderititied ,av mi.-, are illusory If the pant:no acnially 'requiring institutionahzation could be
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precisely identified and succosfully treated at home, this would proumably result in lower
nursing home occupancy tato. This has not occurred, and since most advocates for home and
community care do not anticipate that it will, it appears quite possible that the home and
community care movement will result in an additional set of sers ices without counterbalancing
sayings in nursing home services. Society may well be willing to pay this price. This would
create a nos community health care and social services delisery system that could grow to a
%cry subtantial size.

Additional researeh findings are rapidly bucoming available, and some K,them will proside
at least provisional answers to many of these questions. The area deserves and must receive
thorough attention by researchers, policy makers, and legislators. It is critical that we learn
more about thoe new home and community are systems to ensure that they provide the
needed services at au.eptable costs Otherwise, in today's tight fiscal ens ironment, they will be
unable to survive.

\\NEEDED RESEARCH ON THE
rtIONIEDICAL ASPECTS OF AGING

Disease Prevention and Health Promotion
Research is needed on appropriate measures to retard the rate of biological decline associated
with aging, to proem or delay the onset of chronic disease processes, and to evaluate
biological and psychological factors that contribute to the maintenance of health and
well being of the elderly. Many at the health problems that result in loss of independence
among the dderly could be avoided by heightened health awareness during the middle years as
well as during old age. Examples include improsed nutrition, physical fitness and exereise,
control of stress. and the effects of social networks on health. Research opportunities, as well
as efforts to increase public awareness and transfer existing knowledge to health professionals,
must bc pursued.

Improsed biological markers are needed to measure physiological age for comparison with
chwnologicai age to permit better studies of aging and the effect5 of more healthful lifestyles

Ikmenlias of Aging
Approximately 3 to 4 million ekietly Americans suffer from dementia, often of the Alzheimer's
type. This disease of unknown etiology is characterized by Intellectual deterioratkm and
inability to carry out tlw tasks ot daily hying. It is the consensus of the biomedical community
that dementias of aging are not an inesitable consequence of grossing old but are disease states
that can be understood and remedied. Thc human and health care osts of serlik dementias call
for a major resealch inniatise aimed at prevention, specific diagnosis, and treatment.

t nderstanding the Aging Process
Research is needed to understand the phy siological decline that ac;compantes aging and renders
biok,gicai systems increasingly efficient nd more susceptible/to disease. The goal of tins

1, to rdard the aging process

Bring (ierialries into the Mainstream 'of Aeademk Medicine
New know kdge must be deseloped to diagnose and treat the diseases and disabilities of old

with emphasis on the major sources of morbidity and mohahty among tiw elderly,
including dementia. Amomment.c, musculoskeletal disorders. pneumonia. tall injuries,
nosocomial ink:owns. and decubuus ukers (bed ',ores). integral elements of this researdi
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emphasis are the development of a cadre of health care professionals competent in geriatrics

and movement of geriatrics into the mainstream of U.S. academic medicine.

RESEARCH RESOURCES
The Research Committee of the 1981 White House Conference on Aging emphasized the

importance of resources for research on aging, the need for long-term Federal commitment to
their support, and flexibility to develop new resources to respond to advances in the field and

the changing needs of investigators.
A program for research on aging should address three kinds of resources for research

capability: institutional, human, and physical.
Investigators and their institutions are the heart of scientific inquiry. Research activity at

academic and other institutions must be fostered and research support provided in a stable

manner.

Tratnuig of new researchers is essential to sustain a healthy research capability into the

future. As stated earlier in this chapter. current fiscal constraints are temporary and will

improve with the economy. arid thus will not significantly retard the rate of research. Like

research money, funds for training will also feel the squeeze, but we must not neglect this

key to our future research potential.

Critical tools for aging research include such specialized resources as libraries, census

statistics, a variety of data bases and equipment to process them, genetic and cell culture

resources, and animal models, as well as human populatIons for clinical, sociological, and
epidemiological studies on aging. It should be recognized that these types of resources must

be maintained over time.

HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS
IN AQING
The increase in the aged population will require more trained geriatricians as well as other

professionals and paraprofessionals for service in hospitals and long-term care facilities,
including teaching nursing homes. Teaching nursing homes, affiliated with established medical

centers, are an important new concept that responds to an acute need in our society. Careful

study should be given in the implementation of this concept, however, in order to avoid a

narrow concentration on the medical model to the exclusion of a broader sociomedical model

that also incorporates in-home and community services.

CONCLUSION
It has been said that more than death itself we fear a long period of suffering and debility

before death. Above all, we wish to avoidi-he lingering terminal illness. The ideal life would be

years of interested active involvement with our community, job, friends, family, and spouse,

ending in no more than a very brief illness. Although it has not been thoroughly documented,
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there is good evidence that over thc past sev eral decades we have been moving toward this
idea1.6

Thanks in partto epidemiological and biomedical research, more and more of us in recent
decades are approaching what may be our maximum, genetically programmed life span, when,
hav ing survived childhood and not succumbed to some chronic disease as adults, we reach the
point when a number of our body systems simply wear out and quit working.

Research will aid the continuation of this favorable trend, of course, but improvement of
our own individual health habits will do far more to give full and healthy lives than any
amount of research. Life expectancy for 40-year-olds increased less than 5 years between 1940
and 1980, despite spectacular research and medical advances in that period. In contrast,
epidemiulogic studies have shown that our patterns of daily living have a very powerful effect
on our health and longevity. Belloc and Breslow 7 found that the best practices to promote
health and longevity were 7-8 hours of sleep each night, eating breakfast daily with only
occasional snacks between meals, being neither excessively underweight nor overweight,
frequent physical activity, avoidance of excessive alcohol, and the less.smoking the better.

Belloc8 'found that these relationships held for the elderly as well as the young, and that the
improvement of even a single habit can be beneficial. Forty-five-year-old men who follow six
or more of these good practices will average 11 more years of life than men who follow three
or fewer. For women, the difference is 7 years. These added years of life exceed the overall
improvement in longevity between 1940 and 1980.

The message from these studies is clear, those of us with poor habits have the opportunity to
live longer if we choose, we have a great deal of ability to determine how long and how well
we shall live. The major chronic diseasesheart disease, cancer, strokeare more easily
prevented than cured. Though we as a society continue to give biomedical research a high
priority, oar highest priority as individuals must be our responsibilities to ourselves.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The Department of Health and Human Services should improve its coordination of overall
strategy for its research on aging to ensure that priority areas are adequately funded and that
duplicative research activities are avoided.

Research in disease prevention and health promotion should receive the highest priority.
The knowledge e already possess must be exploited. Ne v. studies are needed to establish
improved biological markers of physiological age. Study of the personal motivators for
improved health habits is also essential.

Research un work and retirement, program cost containment initiatives, and long term care
must also receive high priority. The strong rationale for such studies is developed in the
chapters of this National Policy on Aging.

Increased study of senile dementias, including those of the Alzheimer's type, is urgently
needed.

The necessary supports for aging research must be protected to ensure a continuing capacity
to advance geriatric knowledge.

Research knowledge must continue to be disseminated with maximum effectiveness.

The Department of Health and Human Services should meet Vf ith private foundations and
corporations to coordinate aging research activities and to encourage their increased
participation in aging research.

Cooperation and coordination of aging research among American scientists should be
fostered, and liaison with the scientists of other countries should be continued.
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